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ABSTRACT

The adaptive immune system is a rich and complex field of study, with incremental

improvements in our understanding of the fundamental machinations of some of its core

components providing translational developments such as improved vaccines against infec-

tious disease, drugs that can limit the severity of allergic reactions, and immunotherapies

for treatment of a wide range of cancers. At the level of basic science, specific subsets of the

adaptive immune response each have key questions spanning topics ranging from evolution

and cellular communication to non-equilibrium thermodynamics and statistical mechanics.

As such, investigations aimed at interrogating adaptive immunity require increasingly in-

terdisciplinary approaches. In this thesis, we outline research at the interface of molecular

immunology and computational biophysics, focusing on non-canonical immunological niches

that break from the classical descriptions of adaptive immunity.

We first investigate the role of broad reactivity to diverse molecular species in antibodies,

molecules that have long been suggested to be highly specific binders to single molecular tar-

gets. Through a novel bioinformatic approach, we are able to identify the critical molecular

features that confer this broad reactivity, referred to as polyreactivity, in antibodies. Next,

we turn our attention to uncovering an elusive activation mechanism of a specific subset of

T cells, Vγ9Vδ2 T cells. Unlike the canonical αβ T cells, these Vγ9Vδ2 T cells are activated

independent of antigenic peptides or major histocompatibility complexes. Using a combina-

tion of computational approaches, we reassess a prominent model in the field and propose a

new, clustering based model for activation. While these interdisciplinary approaches provide

fundamental insights into complex biological phenomena, they also represent a powerful ana-

lytical framework for broader inquiries into molecular processes in immunology. Collectively,

the approaches and computer code outlined herein should serve as a template to improve

the pace of scientific discovery in this space.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 An Introduction to Adaptive Immunity

When considering the most fundamental characteristics ascribed to living organisms,

the maintenance of homeostasis, i.e. a steady, ordered internal state, stands out as a broadly

defined trait. With this definition, we require that living organisms have the ability to make a

concerted effort to thwart any environmental changes that induce significant deviations from

normal day to day functions. Included in these environmental changes is the exposure of the

organism to a vast array of pathogens, such as bacteria, viruses, and parasites. Generally,

we consider the homeostatic responses to these invaders as a form of an immune response.

Throughout evolutionary history, a trend of increasing complexity of these immune responses

can be traced, moving from simple pattern recognition receptors to formidable repertoires

of highly specific receptors. Prokaryotes utilize intracellular defense mechanisms such as

the CRISPR/CAS system responsible for destruction of phage DNA [1], plants and insects

each employ proteins with leucine rich repeats to recognize and neutralize pathogen [2, 3],

and vertebrates make use of highly variable receptors to identify intruders with exquisite

specificity. This last, complex form of immunity is referred to as adaptive immunity, and

can be found in various forms across vertebrates from jawless fish to jawed vertebrates such

as cartilaginous fish and humans [4, 5].

The adaptive immune system is comprised of an extensive assemblage of receptors de-

signed to respond in a highly specific manner to foreign pathogens. No two adaptive responses

to a novel pathogen are alike, with unique receptors generated, selected, and expanded each

time the system is challenged. The primary cell subsets within the adaptive immune system,

B cells and T cells, play non-degenerate roles in the body’s response to infection. B cells’

most important function lies in their ability to produce antibodies; large, secreted proteins
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that bind directly to pathogens, blocking pathogenic function and identifying these invaders

as targets for clearance. T cells have a multitude of complementary roles and responsibilities

throughout the course of an immune response; participating in the direct killing of pathogens,

the stimulation of B cells, and the activation of a variety of innate immune cells [6].

In order to carry out these functions, B and T cells must utilize cell surface receptors to

directly recognize pathogen-derived molecular fragments, collectively called antigens. These

antigens vary widely in form, from proteins, fats, and sugars to fragments of genetic material

and foreign small molecules. However, at any given moment, the average healthy adult hu-

man has on the order of only 108 circulating lymphocytes that must be prepared to respond

to all possible pathogenic antigens an individual will encounter in their lifetime [6]. Immedi-

ately, this raises a critical, and perhaps central, question of adaptive immunity: how can a

finite number of circulating receptors recognize the near interminable space spanned by all

possible molecular species that signal infection and dysregulation? The solution to this prob-

lem, in part, lies in the massive combinatorial diversity resulting from V(D)J recombination,

a key step in the generation of any B or T cell receptor [7].

In the case of B cells, V(D)J recombination is merely the first step in the generation

of receptor diversity. Upon recognition of target epitopes, i.e. the specific region of the

pathogenic antigen, these antibodies undergo multiple rounds of somatic hypermutation

and affinity maturation inside a germinal center, whereby the amino acid sequence of the

epitope-binding surface is selected for optimal binding to the target [8–10]. The longer this

affinity maturation process extends, the higher the affinity of the antibodies towards their

target antigen, primarily through mutagenesis of the six complementarity determining region

(CDR) loops of the antibody [8]. Using a combination of affinity matured CDR loops, these

antibodies bind strongly to the target and aid in invader neutralization or act as signals to

other components of the immune system.

T cells, conversely, rely solely on the process of V(D)J recombination to generate diverse
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receptors, but generally recognize antigen in a significantly more restricted context. Rather

than recognizing free antigen as antibodies do, a specific subset of T cells, αβ T cells,

recognize peptide presented by major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I and class

II molecules. These αβ T cells are considered the canonical class of T cell, making up the

majority of T cells circulating in the periphery. A second, less well studied subset of T cells,

γδ T cells, develop normally in mice independent of the presence of MHC [11, 12]. Instead,

γδ T cells recognize molecules that are structurally unrelated to MHC, and highly conserved

across the human population. For either class of T cell, recognition of antigen by the T cell

receptor leads direct killing of the target, the secretion of inflammatory molecules, or the

recruitment of other cells to the site of the recognition event.

For the purpose of this work, it is helpful to group these forms of immune recognition

even more broadly into processes considered either “canonical” or “non-canonical”. In our

“canonical” classes of adaptive immunity, we focus primarily on the life cycle of a standard

antibody, and the behavior and activation mechanism of αβ T cells. Conversely, we consider

the binding of polyreactive antibodies to broad molecular species and the recognition of

foreign pathogens by γδ T cells as our “non-canonical” immune phenomena. Comparing and

contrasting each helps to frame the big-picture questions in this work.

1.2 Canonical Forms of Immune Recognition

When considering the key functionalities of the adaptive immune system the average

biologist, and potentially even the average immunologist, will think of two processes: the

binding of an antibody to a single, specific molecular target, and the recognition of peptides

bound to a major histocompatibility complex (pMHC) by a T cell receptor (TCR). While

these processes have been comprehensively studied, a brief review of the critical mechanisms

of recognition events will help to contextualize the work presently being considered.
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1.2.1 Antibodies as Highly Specific Neutralizing Binders

Antibodies are arguably the most important component in a given adaptive immune

response, capable of blocking pathogenic functionality or marking their target for clearance

by other components of the immune system. Recently, antibodies have become entrenched

in the popular lexicon; the presence or absence of anti-SARS-CoV-2 antibodies has become

a prominent metric for identifying individuals suffering or recovered from COVID-19, the

disease behind the 2020 global coronavirus pandemic [13]. In addition to the role of natur-

ally derived antibodies in disease detection, antibodies designed and tested in laboratories

can be used to cure disease. One such therapeutic antibody treatment, developed by Re-

generon Pharmaceuticals, has shown success in neutralizing SARS-Cov-2 and reducing viral

load [14]. Likewise, anti-cancer antibodies are the key components in many noteworthy

immunotherapies, including the Nobel Prize-winning checkpoint blockade therapies [15–17].

In these therapeutic applications, drug developers must generate antibodies specific to

their molecular target de novo, often through a combination of immunization strategies and

rational design. This process of design and testing is incredibly expensive, and as such signi-

ficant effort is currently being expended to assess the a priori ”developability” of antibodies

as therapeutics. The determinants of antibody developability have been investigated at

length through experimental assays, in silico structural prediction-based methods, sequence-

based analysis and their correlations with clearance, sequence-based SASA predictions, and

sequence-based aggregation propensity predictors [18–22]. In studies focused on the per-

formance of antibody therapies in clinical trials, poor specificity was seen to be a negative

indicator of clinical success, in part due to the accelerated systemic clearance of intraven-

ous antibody transfusions, suggesting that therapeutic antibodies should strive towards a

drug-like specificity to achieve maximal developability [23–27].

Of note, this poor specificity is not correlated with decreased thermostability of the

tested antibodies, suggesting that otherwise well-behaved antibodies that maintain the cap-

ability of binding to their primary target may still display reactivity towards unrelated mo-
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lecular targets [21]. While this unwanted feature of therapeutic antibodies has plagued drug

developers, researchers studying natural immune responses have stumbled upon a similar

molecular feature of antibodies which they refer to as ”polyreactivity”. The precise defin-

ition of antibody polyreactivity and the potential benefits it confers to adaptive immunity

are highlighted in Section 1.3.1.

1.2.2 T Cells: Sentries of the Adaptive Immune System

Whereas the antibodies secreted by B cells act primarily as a means of targeting patho-

genic epitopes to neutralize threats, T cells have the dual responsibility of responding to

pathogenic invaders and maintaining proper functionality of host tissues. These T cells util-

ize a cell surface receptor, called the T cell receptor (TCR), to surveil the relative health of

cells within a given microenvironment. Broadly, T cells recognize three distinct classes of an-

tigens; “self” antigens which signal normal cellular function, “non-self” antigens derived from

pathogens, and “altered-self” antigens that can be found in cancers or other dysregulations

of cellular function [28,29]. For a vast majority of T cells, these antigens are not recognized

alone, but instead are presented by a major histocompatibility complex (MHC). The TCR

makes a multitude of strong contacts with both the peptide and the highly conserved plat-

form domain of the MHC, in stark contrast to the highly variable epitope forms recognized

by antibodies. This MHC restriction simultaneously simplifies our ability to control T cell

recognition, while complicating our capacity to understand it.

The TCR-pMHC interaction displays such exquisite specificity that a simple peptide, 9-

11 amino acids in length on average, provides the demarcation between a passive interaction

and a fully-fledged immune response. This has massive implications in our ability to fight a

wide array of cancers, through so-called ”cancer vaccinations” [30,31]. Cancers arise through

mutations that alter the function of regulatory proteins, which can lead to uncontrolled

growth and spread of cancerous cells. When these proteins reach the end of their life cycle,

they are marked for degradation, where some fragments of the protein, including the mutated
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fragment, will be processed intracellularly and loaded into MHC molecules for presentation to

T cells. This mutated peptide fragment from the cancerous cell is an example of an altered-

self antigen, which are referred to collectively as neoantigens [29]. While some neoantigens

can be recognized immediately by circulating T cells, others are less immunogenic, and need

a boost from external sources, such as cancer vaccines. This process is prohibitively costly

at present, due to the high level of personalized care required, but has proven successful in

a multitude of cases [32].

Cancer vaccinations and the synthesis of novel peptides are exciting approaches to con-

trolling the T cell response and utilizing it as a powerful therapeutic. However, there exist

an abundance of shortcomings with targeting the TCR-pMHC interaction as a therapeutic

target. First and foremost, the requirement for the personalization of each treatment is

likely inescapable for any given disease. In humans, MHC molecules are highly diverse at

the population-level [33]. This diversity means that not all engineered peptides will success-

fully bind to the MHC molecules present in all individuals. Human genetic diversity also

complicates the identity of the peptide itself, independent of its ability to bind to MHC. Syn-

thetic or cancer-derived peptides must be screened for close matches to peptide fragments

in healthy tissues; if T cells raised against this novel peptide recognize healthy tissue, the

resulting autoimmune responses can be disastrous [34, 35].

If these issues can be surmounted, either through a breakthrough in our ability to syn-

thesize universally immunogenic peptides or a significant decrease in the costs associated

with personalized therapeutics, additional complications arise in the fight against cancer.

Any targeted treatment of cancers acts as an acute selection pressure for the cancerous cells.

Cancers accumulate mutations and evolve on a rapid timescale, and as such centering treat-

ments against a single biomarker may provide an avenue of escape for cancerous cells. Indeed,

there have already been reported instances of cancers downregulating surface expression of

MHC in response to neoantigen vaccines, rendering the TCR-pMHC based therapy obsol-

ete [36]. To combat this rapid evolution of cancers, we must accumulate a formidable arsenal
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of approaches, taking inspiration from less well studied corners of the immune system.

1.3 Deviations from the Norm

The outstanding questions in the study of these canonical forms of immune recognition

have exceptional potential for the improvement of human health and our general under-

standing of the primary defense mechanisms of vertebrates. However, we are increasingly

finding that there exist prominent exceptions to the neat rules of adaptive immune recogni-

tion outlined by previous decades of research. These less traditional mechanisms of adaptive

immune recognition represent an untapped avenue for new therapeutic advances. Non-

canonical forms of immune response represent the frontier of immunology, with researchers

in these spaces redefining what is “known” about antibodies and T cells every few years. My

own research has been primarily concerned with the characterization of the previously men-

tioned polyreactive antibodies, and the elucidation of a new mechanism for T cell activation

found specifically in Vγ9Vδ2 T cells.

1.3.1 Polyreactivity in Molecules Designed for Specificity

While the process of affinity maturation and somatic hypermutation of antibodies res-

ults in high-affinity binders to a particular epitope, some antibodies have been shown to

display signs of reactivity towards diverse off-target epitopes. This broad but low-affinity

binding has been termed “polyreactivity”. Importantly, polyreactive antibodies frequently

display the same strong binding to their selecting antigen but have an additional ability to

bind biophysically unrelated molecular species. This raises interesting questions: how can

molecules that are explicitly selected for high affinity binding to a single target also bind

completely unrelated ligands, and does this polyreactivity have any function in an immune

response? Furthermore, could polyreactive antibodies that have not been explicitly selected

for binding to a target ligand play a key role in the immune system?

Antibody polyreactivity has been hypothesized to be beneficial in the early stages of
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antibody maturation, acting as a pool of diverse binders ready to recognize novel antigens

and initiate the more stringent selection process [37]. To this end, a majority of B cell

receptors and antibodies which have not undergone somatic hypermutation, including those

on immature B cells and early “natural” antibodies, have been found to be polyreactive

to some extent and are suggested to have an innate-like response to pathogens [38, 39].

While these mostly unmutated polyreactive antibodies remain at low frequency in antigen-

experienced individuals, a distinct population of polyreactive antibodies that have undergone

selection are still expressed by mature B cells that circulate in blood [40]. In fact, some

studies have found the polyreactivity status of an antibody is mostly independent of the

number of somatic hypermutations in the antibody sequence [41,42]. In line with this finding,

only 5-10% of the repertoire of naive B cells circulating in the periphery are polyreactive, but

this increases to 20-30% in the memory B cell compartment, showing a distinct capability

of polyreactivity to survive selection [40, 43]. These results suggest that polyreactivity can

persist, or perhaps even be selected for during the selection process within the germinal

center. Further potential roles for polyreactivity will be discussed in Chapter 2.

Despite this potential positive role of polyreactivity in antibody development and matur-

ation, the mechanism behind such polyreactivity remains a mystery. Generally, biophysicists

often think of binding specificity being conferred through one of two distinct mechanisms,

with interactions described by models of either conformational selection or induced fit. Con-

formational selection, similar to the “lock and key” conceptualization of protein-protein

interactions, supposes that throughout the dynamic motion of a given protein one particular

conformation will be a near perfect match to the target interface of the ligand [44,45]. In this

model the two interfaces have neatly aligned charge-charge pairings, hydrophobic patches

in similar locations, and complementary hydrogen bond donors and acceptors. Induced fit,

on the other hand, assumes a protein interface which is flexible around the ligand interface,

adopting a conformation not normally sampled in an unbound state in solution [44,45]. The

entropic costs of this conformational shift are then compensated by the significant increase

in positive enthalpic contributions to the binding. These models are not mutually exclusive,
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and protein-protein interactions likely often reside somewhere on a spectrum between these

two extremes, meeting in the middle at a “conformational melding” model [46].

The “true” model that describes antibody binding has important implications into the

mechanisms of antibody polyreactivity. If antibody binding is primarily described by con-

formational selection, then the diverse polyreactive ligands must overcome the delicate spe-

cificity of neatly arranged lateral organizations of charge, hydrophobicity, and polarity of

a binding surface explicitly generated for a single target. Conversely, an antibody binding

strongly to its target ligand using an induced fit mechanism would need to be highly flexible

to accommodate the disparate structural features of polyreactive ligands. Understanding

how polyreactive antibodies are able to recognize both their primary and polyreactive lig-

ands has broad implications in understanding the role polyreactive antibodies play in an

immune response, and in improving the design process of antibody therapeutics. My res-

ults outlined in Chapter 2 of this thesis provide a strong foundation upon which to further

understand this biophysical process.

1.3.2 An MHC Independent Mechanism for T Cell Activation

While the binding of polyreactive antibodies to broad ligands represents a significant

departure from our previous understanding of antibodies as specific binders, as outlined in

Section 1.2.1, the function of these polyreactive antibodies remains similar. Initial forays into

the identification of the function of antibody polyreactivity still center around their ability to

neutralize pathogenic targets or identify molecules for clearance [47]. Conversely, γδ T cells

represent a significant departure from the classical picture of an αβ T cell response discussed

in Section 1.2.2. γδ T cells, the second major lineage of T cells in the human adaptive immune

system, are significantly less well studied than their αβ TCR bearing counterparts.

In healthy individuals, approximately 5% of T cells circulating in the periphery bear γδ

TCRs [48,49]. While this low abundance in the periphery may cause some to question their

importance, these cells nonetheless play a key role in the adaptive immune response, making
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up a significant percentage of intraepithelial T cells, reaching as high as 30% in sites such as

the colon [50]. Additionally, high levels of tumor infiltrating γδ T cells have been found to

improve the prognoses of patients with colorectal cancer [51]. The differential prevalence and

localization of γδ T cells suggests a non-degenerate role in the adaptive immune response.

While a multitude of putative ligands for γδ T cells have been identified [52], the precise role

of these cells remains unclear. In our attempts to elucidate this role, one specific subset of

γδ T cells, Vγ9Vδ2 T cells, have been the subject of intense scrutiny over the past decade.

These Vγ9Vδ2 T cells are known to rely on a class of molecules called butyrophilins to be

activated, but the precise mechanism of this activation remains a mystery.

Butyrophilin molecules are a broad class of single-pass transmembrane proteins bearing

Ig-folded extracellular domains and a range of functional intracellular domains. Butyrophil-

ins were first identified in the fat globules within milk isolated from bovine epithelial cells,

providing the etymology of this protein, from the Greek butyros “butter fat” and philos “hav-

ing affinity for” [53, 54]. Almost exactly 30 years later, a butyrophilin sub-family, BTN3A,

was identified by Harly et al. and found to be a key mediator in the activation of Vγ9Vδ2 T

cells [55]. Further work by the Adams lab showed that the intracellular domain of BTN3A1,

one of the BTN3A family members, was able to coordinate binding to phosphoantigen (pAg),

the known antigen of Vγ9Vδ2 T cells [56]. However, the downstream effects of this antigen

binding event are still unclear. On the approach of the 10-year anniversary of this discovery,

massive gaps in our understanding of the precise role of butyrophilins in the activation of T

cells remain despite significant efforts by our lab and others.

While progress has been made in the structural elucidation of BTN3A1 and the iden-

tification of the key players in activation [56, 57], what role these molecular-level features

play at the cellular scale is still unclear. BTN proteins share some structural similarity with

co-stimulatory molecules, and in fact are members of the B7-superfamily of co-stimulatory

molecules, yet butyrophilin-mediated T cell activation is TCR-dependent, i.e. the sequence

of the specific Vγ9Vδ2 clone confers different levels of sensitivity to BTN [58]. What we
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do know is that BTN3A is expressed ubiquitously across all tissues in humans, and that

there are no known BTN3A polymorphisms [59]. This makes butyrophilins an appealing

target for the development of co-treatments administered alongside other immunotherapies,

providing a potential MHC-independent back door for T cell activation. Engineering such

precise control over these processes requires a detailed understanding of the mechanisms

of activation. My work aimed at progressing this understanding and challenging existing

models is discussed at length in Chapter 3 of this work.

1.4 Biophysical Approaches to Study Immunology

While these non-canonical forms of immune recognition represent a significant challenge

to our understanding of the immune system, overall we as a field have made substantial pro-

gress towards characterizing some of the key cellular and molecular players in other aspects

of immune recognition and regulation. These recent results have laid a strong foundation for

researchers from other fields to make substantial contributions to the study of the immune

system. Increasingly over the past two decades, huge contributions to the field are being

made by biochemists and biophysicists. Some of the most exciting outstanding questions in

the field are inherently biophysical in nature, focused specifically on the single molecule level

of immune interactions.

How do antibodies and T cell receptors carefully parse through diverse molecular species

and identify immunogenic targets with extreme specificity? Once these molecules recognize

these targets, how does the cell determine the appropriate response from the integration

of binding strengths and molecular partners? How are MHC-like molecules loaded with

antigen, and what determines the activating potential of peptide-MHC pairs? Each of these

processes are determined entirely by their fundamental physical properties, as described by

the fundamental theories of thermodynamics and statistical mechanics. By leveraging the

application of these fields of study to biophysical processes in immunology, we can begin to

make inroads into understanding the fundamental physical rules governing these recognition
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events.

The most widely adopted tool to study the biophysical basis of molecular immunology

has been the elucidation of the atomic structure of proteins using X-ray crystallography. The

first protein crystal was solved in 1958, culminating in the award of the Nobel prize in 1962 to

John Kendrew and Max Ferdinand Perutz for their discovery of the molecular structures of

hemoglobin and myoglobin [60, 61]. Over the ensuing 60-plus years, a total of over 150,000

new structures have been solved and deposited in the Protein DataBase (PDB), making

critical contributions to a wide range of biological fields [62]. While a powerful technique,

these structural characterizations have a major shortcoming in their static depiction of highly

dynamic processes. Proteins themselves are inherently dynamic, and these dynamics are key

for their function [63]. To generate insights into the dynamic nature of crystallized proteins,

we utilize a tool called molecular dynamics.

Many fields of physics rely on numerical simulation to generate insights that are difficult

or impossible to probe experimentally. To probe the dynamical motion of proteins in an

attempt to recreate the molecular movements of these molecules as they occur in vivo,

biophysicists utilize molecular dynamics simulations, bringing static crystal structures to

life. The first molecular simulation, an investigation into the side chain movement of bovine

pancreatic trypsin inhibitor (BPTI) in 1977, only covered a mere 9.2 picoseconds of “real”

time [64]. However, the foundations provided by this first BPTI simulation in vacuum paved

the way for rapid advances in the study of molecular simulation, eventually leading to the

establishment of molecular dynamics as a field unto itself, earning Martin Karplus a share

of the 2013 Nobel Prize in Chemistry. Yet despite massive improvements in computational

power over the past few decades, there remain limitations on the size, level of detail, and

timescales accessible to molecular dynamics simulations.

These restrictions of computational power constrain the dynamical processes we are

able to sufficiently sample. Immunology operates on timescales spanning nearly 17 orders
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of magnitude, from the picosecond-scale motion of amino acid residues to the days-long

(105 seconds) evolution of an adaptive immune response. When concerning ourselves only

with the behavior of single molecules, we still must consider dynamic processes ranging from

the picosecond- to seconds-scale. Yet given the constraints at present, we can sample only

into the microsecond regime, or the millisecond regime if significant resources are available.

In order to expand the scope of insights provided by molecular dynamics simulations, new

techniques of enhanced sampling and advanced calculations are constantly adapted from

fundamental physical theories and adapted for use in standardized simulation toolkits. In

Chapter 4, I will discuss my contributions to improving these approaches and formalizing

them into accessible protocols for all to use.

1.5 Goals and Potential Applications

B and T cells were discovered a mere 60 years ago [65, 66], and yet our understanding

of each is already sufficient to engineer these cells for our own benefit. In just the past

decade, we have created entirely new ways to cure disease using approaches such as adoptive

cell therapy (ACT) and antibody therapeutics. However, our work on this front is far from

over. Despite this significant progress, there remain a wealth of novel, poorly characterized

pathways in immunology that question what we know about the rules of immune recognition.

Antibody polyreactivity and butyrophilin-mediated activation of Vγ9Vδ2 T cells con-

trast with the canonical forms of immune recognition that have been thought to be nearly

fundamental tenets of the field. Antibodies have long been considered to function solely as

highly specific binders to their molecular targets. Likewise, the activation of T cell recept-

ors was long thought to be completely restricted to recognition of antigen in the context of

MHC-like molecules. The discovery of polyreactive antibodies suggests there may be some

new, added function of antibodies that has not been considered before. Vγ9Vδ2 T cells

represent a similarly new model for expanding our understanding of immune recognition.
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Throughout my thesis research, I have been focused on using a combination of experi-

mental and computational approaches to dissect the molecular details of these non-canonical

forms of immune recognition. This interdisciplinary approach has generated novel scientific

insights into these immunological processes and new tools and approaches for further study

of much broader forays into biochemistry and molecular biophysics. This dissertation will

outline the major results from these studies and discuss their implications to their specific

sub-fields and the broader fields of immunology and computational biophysics as a whole.
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CHAPTER 2

BIOCHEMICAL PATTERNS OF ANTIBODY

POLYREACTIVITY

2.1 Introduction: Understanding the Role of Polyreactivity in

Natural Immune Responses

The mere mention of polyreactive antibodies can immediately introduce confusion into

standard scientific discourse surrounding the nature of antibody-antigen interactions. Fre-

quently, some posit that polyreactivity is merely the sign of an immature antibody that has

not undergone rigorous selection for binding to an antigen. Others suggest that the poor-

specificity of the antibody is the sign of an unstable secondary structure. As mentioned in

Chapter 1, the antibody polyreactivity considered in this work is not explained by either

of these hypotheses. The polyreactivity status of an antibody is independent of the num-

ber of somatic hypermutations in the antibody sequence [41, 42], and the thermostability

of a given antibody correlates poorly with the polyreactivity [21]. Instead, it appears that

polyreactivity has a key role in the adaptive immune response.

In addition to the benefits polyreactivity confers to antibody development discussed in

Chapter 1, polyreactivity may in fact augment the efficacy of a given immune response by

mature antibodies. Polyreactive IgA antibodies have been shown to have an inherent react-

ivity to microbiota in the mouse gut, with a predicted role in host homeostasis [67]. These

previously identified antibodies so far have no known primary ligands yet play a key role

in facilitating the gut immune response to the plethora of exogenous antigens encountered

in the dynamic dietary and microbial environment of the gut. This implies the existence

of antibodies whose primary function is to act as polyreactive sentries in the gut, yet the

downstream effects of polyreactive antibodies coating commensal bacteria is so far unclear.

Similar polyreactive IgA and IgG mucosal antibodies were found in the gut of human im-
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munodeficiency virus (HIV) infected patients, but these antibodies either had low affinity

to the virus or lacked neutralization capabilities [68]. The benefit of singular antibody se-

quences with the ability to sample large portions of the commensal population may represent

an improvement in efficiency of the homeostatic machinery of the gut.

While the precise role of these primarily polyreactive gut antibodies is still a topic

of debate, polyreactivity has been suggested to augment the immune response in other

immunological niches. Broadly neutralizing antibodies (bnAbs), which bind robustly to

conserved epitopes on the surface glycoproteins of influenza viruses or HIV are more likely

to be polyreactive [69–71]. In one study of HIV binding antibodies, over half of all tested

bnAbs were found to be polyreactive [72]. These bnAbs have been the subject of intense study

for their potential as the central components of an HIV treatment or as the byproduct of an

immune response to a universal Influenza vaccine [71, 73–75]. One hypothesized mechanism

for the capability of polyreactive antibodies to confer this broad neutralization in the face of

a changing viral epitope is heteroligation, the ability of a single antibody to bind the primary

target with one binding domain and use the other binding domain to bind in a polyreactive

manner [41]. This heteroligation allows the antibody to take advantage of the significant

avidity increase afforded by bivalent binding, despite the low envelope protein density of

HIV or a geometry which does not readily lend itself to bivalent binding on the surface of

influenza viruses [76].

In accordance with this role of polyreactivity in responses to deadly diseases such as

HIV and Influenza, as well as the therapeutic applications discussed in Chapter 1, many re-

searchers have worked to identify the biophysical underpinnings of polyreactivity in natural

immune responses. The most popular hypotheses for the primary biophysical predictors of

polyreactivity have included CDR3 length [42], CDR3 flexibility [72], net hydrophobicity [77]

and net charge [78]. More observational studies have found an increased prevalence of argin-

ine and tyrosine in polyreactive antibodies [26, 79]. While these previous studies represent

substantial advances in the study of polyreactivity, they have often been limited in scope,
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focusing on a singular antibody source and primarily focused on CDR3H. Comparing across

these individual antibody sources highlights discrepancies between the proposed predictors

of polyreactivity. The aforementioned properties determined to be key to polyreactivity in

previous studies were found to be statistically insignificant in studies of HIV-binding and

mouse gut polyreactive antibodies [41, 67].

Clearly, a computational framework that would enable us to predict the polyreactivity

of a given antibody a priori, whether evaluating the efficacy of a natural immune response

or the potential fate of a therapeutic antibody, would be tremendously useful. Such a

framework, for example, could be used to assist in the isolation of broadly neutralizing

anti-viral antibodies, or speed up the process of therapeutic antibody screening. To achieve

this goal, a thorough understanding of the molecular features behind polyreactive binding

interactions is critical. Experimental approaches utilizing next-generation sequencing and

ELISA allow for the identification of hundreds of polyreactive antibody sequences. However,

the systematic characterization of these antibodies is difficult.

Issues immediately arise when defining the conditions by which we determine an an-

tibody to be polyreactive. While polyreactivity may exist on some continuous spectrum,

we are inclined to frame the problem as binary. This binary discretization is useful for the

identification of meaningful differences yet must be recognized as an imperfect assumption.

In addition to this more philosophical challenge, experimental efforts must also overcome

significant hurdles. Detailed biochemical studies of polyreactive antibodies via protein crys-

tallography, quantitative binding experiments, and mutagenesis provide exceptional insight

but are inherently low throughput. Structural modeling of these polyreactive antibodies

represent a high throughput approach, but models of flexible loops are relatively unreliable,

and are unlikely to capture nuances in side-chain placement [80]. A bioinformatics-based

approach, centered around high throughput analysis that minimizes structural assumptions

while maintaining positional context of amino acid sequences would provide a thorough,

unbiased analysis of existing data and create a powerful pipeline for future studies.
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In this study, we show that, using just the amino acid sequences of antibodies from a

database of over 1,000 sequences tested for polyreactivity, unifying biophysical properties

that distinguish polyreactive antibodies from non-polyreactive antibodies can be identified.

We find that, while charge and hydrophobicity are in fact important determinants of poly-

reactivity, the characteristic feature of polyreactive antibodies appears to be a shift towards

neutrality of the binding interface. In addition, loop crosstalk is more prevalent in the heavy

chain of polyreactive antibodies than non-polyreactive antibodies. From these properties, a

machine learning-based classification software is developed with the capability to determine

the polyreactivity status of a given sequence. This software is generalizable and can be

re-trained on any binary classification problem, as will be discussed in-depth in Chapter 4.

2.2 Generating a Novel Pipeline to Predict Polyreactivity

2.2.1 Generation of a Polyreactive Antibody Database

Our aggregate database of over 1,000 antibody sequences is compiled from our own

previously published and new data, in addition to data from published studies by the Mou-

quet and Nussenzweig labs (Table 2.1) [41, 67, 68, 70, 72]. Using an ELISA-based assay, the

reactivity of each antibody is tested against a panel of 4-7 biochemically diverse target an-

tigens: DNA, insulin, lipopolysaccharide (LPS), flagellin, albumin, cardiolipin, and keyhole

limpet hemocyanin (KLH). This panel has become increasingly prevalent in the literature

for experimental measures of polyreactivity in antibodies [21,41,42,67,68,70–72,81,82]. The

ligands represent a diverse sampling of biophysical and biochemical properties; for example,

enrichment in negative charge (DNA, insulin, LPS, albumin), amphipathic in nature (LPS,

cardiolipin), exceptionally polar (KLH), or large in size (KLH, flagellin). From this panel,

a general rating of “polyreactive” or “non-polyreactive” is given to 529 and 524 antibodies,

respectively. For the purposes of this study, antibodies are determined to be polyreactive

if the authors of the original studies determined a particular clone binds to two or more

ligands in the panel. Those that bind to one or none of the ligands in the panel are deemed
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non-polyreactive.

Dataset Polyreactive Non-Polyreactive Total
Mouse IgA 205 240 445

HIV Reactive 172 124 296
Influenza Reactive 152 160 312

529 524 1053

Table 2.1: A quantification of the antibodies used in this study.

A limitation of this full polyreactivity dataset is that there exists an intermediate

between the two classes. As discussed in the introduction, it is not immediately obvious

where the line for polyreactivity should be drawn. An antibody that binds to 2-3 ligands

may not necessarily achieve broad reactivity through the same mechanism as an antibody

that binds 4 or more ligands from a panel of 6 or 7. To remove these ambiguities, a so

called ”parsed” dataset is generated whereby antibodies that bind 4-7 ligands are labelled

polyreactive, antibodies that bind 0 panel ligands are labelled non-polyreactive, and those

that bind 1-3 are removed from the analysis. The results presented below utilize the full

dataset of 1053 antibody sequences, unless otherwise noted.

2.2.2 A Surface-Level Analysis of Polyreactive Antibody Sequences

As a first pass at the given dataset, we focus on the most simplistic of the possible ex-

planations for differences between polyreactive and non-polyreactive antibodies, specifically

the J- and V-gene usage of each group. Figure 2.1A and 2.1B, rendered with code adapted

from the Dash et al. derived program TCRdist [83], represents each antibody V-gene as

a line connecting a single heavy and light chain gene for the full human-derived antibody

dataset (685 sequences). Direct comparisons between mouse and human derived antibodies

are difficult at the gene usage level, so the mouse data are analyzed separately (data not

shown).

Genes are identified from nucleotide sequences using NCBI’s IgBLAST command line

tool [84]. Heavy and light chain genes that are shared between polyreactive and non-
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polyreactive sequences are colored for the top labelled instances. Genes which are labelled

but not found above a 2% threshold in the opposite population are colored grey, while those

that do not have a visible name are colored randomly to highlight variation in gene usage.

From this comparison, it is clear that the variable gene usage is skewed between polyreactive

and non-polyreactive sequences, with an enrichment of VH1-69, VH1-46, and VH4-59 in the

polyreactive population, a trend that persists in the parsed dataset (data not shown). In

contrast, no qualitative differences in the J-gene usage are readily discernible between these

two groups (data not shown).

While the full alignment of these most used heavy chain variable genes shows a high

degree of sequence similarity, Figure 2.1C highlights the regions of highest dissimilarity

between the biophysical properties of amino acids in prevalent genes within each population.

VH3-23, the most prevalent gene in the non-polyreactive human dataset and the second most

prevalent gene in the polyreactive human dataset, can be used as a reference for comparisons

between genes enriched in each individual population. This reference gene shares a high

degree of sequence similarity with the second and third most frequently occurring genes in

the non-polyreactive dataset, VH3-7 and VH3-9, save for a lysine and aspartic acid pair

in framework 2 of VH3-7. The genes enriched in the polyreactive dataset, however, are

quite different from this reference. All three of the polyreactive enriched genes have charged

residues where the non-polyreactive enriched genes have hydrophilic residues (or vice versa)

at IMGT positions 1, 13, and 90. These initial results hint at some systematic differences

between the polyreactive and non-polyreactive antibody populations.

Figure 2.1D quantifies the extent of the difference in gene usage in each population

by comparing these most prominent genes from our accumulated dataset of HIV- and in-

fluenza virus-reactive antibodies. While the two most common genes in the polyreactive

dataset account for 27% of the human polyreactive antibodies in this study, the top three

most common genes in the non-polyreactive dataset account for just over 17% of the total

population.
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Figure 2.1: A comparative genetic analysis of human-derived polyreactive and non-
polyreactive antibody sequences uncovers population level differences. Gene usage diagrams
comparing (A) human polyreactive and (B) non-polyreactive sequences show a qualitative difference in the
VH gene usage. Shared colors indicate identical genes, grey indicates genes that are not seen in the other
population at a level over 2%. Unlabeled genes are colored randomly to highlight genetic variation in the
populations. (C) Sequence alignment of the most prevalent genes in the polyreactive and non-polyreactive
populations compared to a reference gene common to each population. Hydrophobic amino acids are colored
white, hydrophilic amino acids are colored grey, and positively or negatively charged amino acids are colored
blue or red, respectively. (D) Percentage and raw count of observed gene usage for the polyreactive and
non-polyreactive sequences.
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In addition to being the most prevalent gene in the polyreactive dataset, VH1-69*01

has also been found historically to be more prevalent in broadly neutralizing antibodies

against influenza viruses, in line with the previously mentioned overlap between bnAbs and

polyreactivity [71, 82].

Overall, there is a noticeable difference between the gene usage frequency of polyreactive

and non-polyreactive antibodies, but the overlap in the usage of the two populations suggests

that gene usage alone is not sufficient to distinguish the two groups. While there exist

qualitative differences between framework sequences enriched in the polyreactive dataset

compared to the non-polyreactive population, a look at the amino acid usage of the CDR

loops of each group shows no significant differences (Figure 2.2). This implies that the

positional context of a given amino acid is critical to tease out differences in antibody binding

properties.

Polyreactive Antibodies Non-Polyreactive AntibodiesA B

Figure 2.2: The raw count of amino acids found in polyreactive and non-polyreactive antibody
sequences shows no notable differences. Amino acid usage plot highlighting the occurrence of each
amino acid in non-polyreactive (A) and polyreactive (B) CDR loops. Each line represents an individual
clone, and each point along the line represents the count of each amino in that given clone. Black dots
represent the average counts per clone.
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2.2.3 A Position Sensitive Matrix Representation of Sequences Provides

Further Insights into Polyreactivity

To identify deeper trends in the biophysical properties of polyreactive antibodies, we

utilize a new methodology to analyze and represent a range of different properties inherent to

these sequences. While the framework regions of antibodies are highly conserved, the CDR

loops vary significantly in length and show very low conservation between populations. This

makes alignment of CDR loops difficult without creating subgroups for loops of identical

length. To overcome this, the sequence data is re-organized into a matrix representation

(Figure 2.3A). Each sequence is aligned by the center of each CDR loop, with spaces between

the loops set to zero and each amino acid encoded as a number from 1 to 21.

While this alignment method excludes the framework regions of the antibodies and

slightly averages out some of the properties at the edge of the CDR loops, we reason that

most of these differences are evident in the gene usage analysis of the previous section.

From this simple alignment, no obvious patterns emerge separating polyreactive and non-

polyreactive antibodies, however we can clearly see that mouse gut-derived IgA antibodies

have generally shorter CDR3H loops, and more conserved CDR3L sequences when compared

to the human-derived antibody sequences. All subsequent analysis is derived from this matrix

representation of the sequences.

With this new positionally sensitive and quantitative alignment method, we are able

to further dissect the differences in amino acid sequences presented in Figure 2.1. Figure

2.3B uses this positional sequence encoding to determine the amino acid frequency difference

between polyreactive and non-polyreactive sequences. For example, phenylalanine is found

at position 93 in roughly 40% of polyreactive sequences and nearly 60% of non-polyreactive

sequences. Therefore position 93, amino acid F has an intensity of -0.2 in Figure 2.3B.
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Figure 2.3: A new representation of CDR loop sequences improves the position-sensitivity of
quantitative antibody analysis. (Caption continued on next page)
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Figure 2.3 (Continued): (A) Matrix representation of the amino acid sequences used in this study
provides a framework for further analysis. Each amino acid is encoded as a number from 1 to 21, represented
by a distinct color in the matrix. A 0-value is used as a buffer between loops and is represented by the dark
blue regions. The red line separates polyreactive and non-polyreactive sequences. (B) Amino acid frequency
difference between polyreactive and non-polyreactive sequences for all six CDR loops. Residues more common
in polyreactive sequences are shown in green, while those more common in non-polyreactive sequences are
shown in pink. Loop positions correspond to the numerical position within the matrix of panel A. (C)
An in-depth representation highlighting the amino acid frequencies used to create panel B. Only frequency
changes greater than 10% are shown for clarity.

From Figure 2.3B, it is evident that most of the major differences are in the germline

encoded regions CDR1H and CDR2H, in line with the observations from Figure 2.1 that sug-

gest polyreactive antibodies have a distinct gene usage when compared to non-polyreactive

antibodies. Figure 2.3C further expands on these differences, showing the largest changes

in amino acid frequencies between the two populations. We can see that there is a slight

decrease of phenylalanine frequency in CDR1H of polyreactive antibodies, in favor of iso-

leucine. Additionally, there is a general shift towards hydrophobicity in CDR2H, as the

hydrophilic residue serine at matrix positions 78 and 82 is less prevalent in polyreactive an-

tibodies, instead replaced by the more hydrophobic residues isoleucine and glycine. In the

parsed dataset, these differences become larger in magnitude, particularly in CDR1L, where

phenylalanine is again found less frequently in polyreactive sequences (data not shown).

This increased prevalence in loop hydrophobicity of polyreactive antibodies has been

suggested before in the literature [72] along with a net increase in positive charge [78], so

we next aimed to analyze this matrix systematically using biophysical properties inherent

to the loops. A simple analysis of the full human and mouse-derived dataset investigating

classical parameters explored previously by other groups (CDR loop length, net charge, net

hydrophobicity, and gene usage) and some new properties (side chain flexibility, side chain

bulk, and Kidera Factors [85]) show some significant differences between polyreactive and

non-polyreactive antibodies (Figure 2.4A, B). The versatility of the positionally sensitive

amino acid matrix allows for the application of multiple ”property masks” to tease out the

specific regions of each CDR loop that contributes most to these significant differences. Given
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a property, amino acid charge for example, we can replace each simple 1-21 representation

with a distinct representation based upon amino acid properties.
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Figure 2.4: Position-sensitive quantification of CDR loop properties of mouse and human anti-
body sequences highlights differences between polyreactive and non-polyreactive populations.
Plotting the average CDR loop lengths (A) and net antibody biophysical properties (B) show small but
significant differences when analyzed in bulk. Basic properties 1-5 are hydropathy 1, charge, hydropathy 2,
side chain flexibility, and side chain bulk. Plotting the average net charge (C) and hydropathy (D) as a func-
tion of position of polyreactive and non-polyreactive sequences highlights significant differences in CDR3H.
Light shadow around lines represent bootstrap standard errors. All uncertainties obtained via bootstrapping.
Stars indicate p-value ≤ 0.05 calculated via nonparametric Studentized bootstrap test. Bars with a single
star above represent contiguous regions of significance. p-values in panels (A) and (B) corrected for multiple
tests using the Bonferroni correction.

In the matrix of Figure 2.3A leucine, histidine, and arginine are represented by the

integers 3, 16, and 17. As an example, when the charge property mask is applied, the matrix

representations of these three amino acids in all sequences is changed to 0.00, 0.091, and

1.00, respectively. We apply 62 such masks to this matrix, including simple metrics like

charge, hydropathy, side chain flexibility, and side chain bulkiness to go along with more
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carefully curated metrics from the works of Kidera et al. and Liu et al [85, 86]. A complete

description of these properties can be found within the extended data provided in the GitHub

distribution.

The application of these masks gives an entirely new matrix describing the localization

of amino acids with a given property. By averaging across all sequences in the polyreactive

or non-polyreactive dataset when these masks are applied, we can readily see differences

in charge patterning and hydropathy when comparing polyreactive and non-polyreactive

sequences (Figure 2.4C, D). Including errors obtained via bootstrapping, we see that these

differences are most pronounced in the center of CDR3H, with some differences also apparent

in the remaining five loops.

This analysis shows an overall bias towards neutrality in these regions; i.e. neither

positively nor negatively charged, neither strongly hydrophilic nor hydrophobic. These res-

ults also contextualize the findings of Figure 2.3C. The trend towards hydrophobic residues

in CDR2H of polyreactive antibodies importantly does not make these regions net hydro-

phobic, but instead make these regions slightly less hydrophilic on average. This effect is

yet again more pronounced in the parsed dataset (Figure 2.4D,E), with a strong trend to-

wards interface neutrality. Conversely, when comparing bootstrap samples drawn from the

null distribution, i.e. the ”polyreactive” or ”non-polyreactive” labels are given to antibody

sequences at random, we see no difference between the biophysical properties of the two

populations (data not shown).

2.3 Systematic Determination of the Key Contributors to Polyre-

activity

2.3.1 Linear Analysis Methods for the Identification of Polyreactivity

Along with simple property averaging, these masks also give a high dimensional space

from which we can determine, in an unbiased way, the primary factors that discriminate
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polyreactive and non-polyreactive antibodies. As a first pass, we apply a principal com-

ponent analysis (PCA) to the matrix of all antibody sequences in an attempt to separate

the polyreactive or non-polyreactive populations along the axes of highest variation in the

dataset. Unfortunately, the principal components of these data do not effectively distinguish

between the two populations (Figure 2.5).

A B

 C

Figure 2.5: Principal component analysis (PCA) applied to the full amino acid usage matrix
and the top 75 discriminating vectors used for linear discriminant analysis. The analysis shows
an inability to distinguish the two populations when showing the first three (A) and first two (B) principal
components. (C) Examination of the weights of these first three components shows there is no one property
disproportionately contributing to the variance in the dataset. The vector normal of each set of weights is
equivalent to 1.
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To further investigate the physical and sequence-based properties of polyreactivity in

antibodies in a more targeted manner, we employ linear discriminant analysis (LDA), a

common algorithm often applied in classification problems [87–89]. Further discussion of

linear discriminant analysis can be found in Chapter 4. Figure 2.6A shows the results of

LDA when applied to the parsed dataset comprised of 311 polyreactive antibodies and 362

non-polyreactive antibodies. As discussed in the introduction, the framing of polyreactivity

as a binary problem is not a perfect assumption. The inclusion of intermediate levels of

polyreactivity further confounds this issue. Indeed, the application of LDA to the full data-

set shows a reduced ability to split polyreactive and non-polyreactive antibodies (data not

shown), likely due to this spectrum of polyreactivity. By considering only the parsed dataset

for these classification analyses, we can improve confidence that the differences identified are

those that separate strongly polyreactive and strongly non-polyreactive antibodies.

LDA can be operated in two distinct modes; one which is capable of identifying key

discriminating properties, and one that functions as a canonical classification algorithm.

The distinctions between these two modes are discussed in Chapter 4. In the first mode,

we find that the data can be split more effectively when the parsed dataset is broken up

into the distinct “reactivity” groups, i.e. those antibodies specific for influenza viruses, HIV,

or found in the mouse gut (Figure 2.6A). This suggests there may be some bias due to

antigen specificity, or lack thereof, whereby influenza virus-specific antibodies take a slightly

different path towards polyreactivity compared to HIV reactive or mouse gut IgA antibodies.

However, when using the classification mode, the classification accuracy is roughly equivalent

across all tested datasets (Figure 2.6B). Testing this classifier with a scrambled dataset, where

the labels are randomly assigned, shows the expected decrease in classification accuracy for

each individual dataset for all ranges of input features.
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Figure 2.6: Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) can meaningfully separate the two populations
and these meaningful differences can be used to generate a polyreactivity classifier. LDA applied
individually to the complete parsed, Influenza, HIV, and mouse datasets. Percentages indicate the accuracy
of the linear discriminant in labelling polyreactive and non-polyreactive antibodies. For these data, the
plotted linear discriminants are comprised of different linear weights. (B) Accuracies of a polyreactivity
classifier with a separate test and training dataset. Groupings in this figure are the same as those in panel A.
A support vector machine is generated for each individual population, and the reported values are accuracies
calculated through leave one out cross validation. Shown are test data and a scrambled dataset where the
labels of “polyreactive” or “non-polyreactive” are applied randomly (grey bars). The dotted line indicates
50% accuracy threshold. (C) Property matrices highlighting the top 10 weights of the linear discriminants
in panel A for the parsed dataset with 75 vectors (C) and the HIV dataset with 75 vectors (D). Color bar
represents the normalized weight of each property, where pink rectangles represent properties correlated with
increased polyreactivity, and green rectangles represent properties correlated with decreased polyreactivity.

When applying LDA in the first mode (Figure 2.6A), we can directly pull the linear

weights of each component comprising linear discriminant 1 and reveal which biophysical

properties at each CDR position best distinguish between the two populations. The differ-

ences in the linear weights from the heavy chain CDR loops comprising each discriminant

show clear differences when comparing the complete parsed dataset (Figure 2.6C) to the

HIV only dataset (Figure 2.6D). In the parsed dataset, the discriminating weights are heav-

ily concentrated in CDR2H. Whereas in the HIV dataset, these weights are centered around
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the CDR3H loop. Only the top ten linear weights are shown in Figure 2.6C, D. The full

matrix of linear weights can be found in Figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.7: The complete representation of the 75 linear weights that most effectively separate
polyreactive and non-polyreactive sequences in the parsed complete dataset (A) and the parsed
HIV dataset (B).The x-axes each represent a single biophysical property selected after parsing down the
full feature list using a maximal difference algorithm and a correlation analysis.

The predominant discriminating factors between datasets might be due to the signific-

ant difference in CDR3H length between the mouse (IgA) and the human datasets, which

confounds the analysis in this region. However, when examining each individual subset of

the complete dataset we do find that there are common properties that seem to be the
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primary discriminators (i.e. largest linear weights). These are hydropathy 1, hydropathy 2,

and hotspot variable 6 (a structural parameter related to α-helix propensity).

2.3.2 An Information Theoretic Approach

While analysis of the biophysical property differences between polyreactive and non-

polyreactive sequences provides some insight into the molecular basis for the polyreactivity

phenomenon, a broad unifying pattern which could discern the biophysical mechanism be-

hind polyreactivity is not readily evident across all types of antibodies. To probe these

polyreactive sequences in a quantitative yet more coarse manner, we applied the formalism

of information theory to our dataset of antibody sequences. In brief, we use the concepts

of Shannon Entropy, a proxy for diversity, and mutual information, a metric capable of

quantifying crosstalk, for the analysis of our antibody sequences. A thorough explanation

of our use of these concepts of information theory can be found in Chapter 4.

Figure 2.8A shows the Shannon entropy distribution for the full dataset of polyreactive

and non-polyreactive antibodies. Given there are only 20 amino acids used in naturally

derived antibodies, we can calculate a theoretical maximum entropy of 4.2 Bits, which as-

sumes that every amino acid occurs at a given position with equal probability. Although the

observed entropy of the CDR3H loop approaches this theoretical maximum, it hovers below

it (3.5 Bits) due to the relative absence of the amino acids cysteine and proline in the center

of this loop. The difference in the entropy distributions in CDR1H are consistent with the

bias in amino acid usage in this region, shown previously in Figure 2.3.

When calculating the mutual information, we are interested in the location of the CDR

loops in relation to one another, to help explain why we see patterns of increased crosstalk.

To orient ourselves in physical space, Figure 2.8B gives an example crystal structure (PDB:

5UGY) [90] highlighting the lateral arrangements of the CDR loops.
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Figure 2.8: An information theoretic analysis of antibody sequences shows an increase in poly-
reactive antibody loop crosstalk. (A) The sequence diversity of the polyreactive and non-polyreactive
datasets, quantified using Shannon Entropy, highlight similar diversities between the two groups. (B) A
crystal structure (PDB: 5UGY) provides a visual representation of the lateral organization of the CDR
loops on the antibody binding surface. (C) The difference in mutual information between polyreactive and
non-polyreactive sequences shows that CDR loops of the heavy chain have more crosstalk in polyreactive
antibodies. Each individual row represents the given condition, whereas each column gives the location the
mutual information is calculated. (D) Singular slices of the mutual information show the data in (C), projec-
ted from the matrix onto a line, highlighting the significance of the differences at these particular locations.
The positions of the “given” amino acid, i.e. the particular Y in H(X|Y ), are highlighted by grey boxes in
panel C. Solid black lines indicate where on the X-axis this “given” amino acid is located. Stars indicate
statistical significance (p ≤ 0.05) calculated through a nonparametric permutation test. Bars with a single
star above represent contiguous regions of significance.

The matrix in Figure 2.8C shows that the mutual information between CDR loops on

this binding surface is increased in the heavy chains of polyreactive antibodies over non-

polyreactive ones, suggesting an increase in loop crosstalk in antibodies that exhibit poly-
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reactivity. Interestingly, it appears that there is a corresponding decrease of loop crosstalk

in the light chains of polyreactive antibodies. This observed crosstalk persists across all

polyreactive antibodies within all subsets of our tested dataset and is evident both in intra-

loop and inter-loop interactions. Figure 2.8D highlights some examples of the interesting

significant differences of this crosstalk at distinct given positions within CDR1L, CDR1H,

and CDR3H. A complete plot of the statistically significant differences (p ≤ 0.05) of Figure

2.8C shows that a large portion of these differences are in fact significant (Figure 2.9).
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Figure 2.9: The statistical significance of the values reported in Figure 2.8C. Each black dot
represents statistical significance (p � 0.05) at that given location. Significance is calculated using a non-
parametric permutation test.

The ordering of these entropy and information plots is chosen to reflect the spatial

arrangement of the loops on the antibody surface; as such they show also that mutual

information between loops drops off with physical distance between these loops. In other

words, loops (and residues) that are located close to each other will have more of an effect on

their direct neighbors as opposed to those that are more physically distant. This increased
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mutual information suggests that in the heavy chains of polyreactive antibodies, there is

enhanced cooperativity or co-evolution of the amino acids of intra- and inter-CDR loop

pairs.

2.4 Molecular Dynamics Simulations Corroborate Informatics

While these calculations of mutual information provide strong evidence of an increase in

intra- and inter-CDR loop crosstalk, what this loop crosstalk entails physically is not imme-

diately clear from these measurements. The mutual information increase could come from

gene usage being somehow coupled, amino acid composition correlating with the cognate

ligand, or the amino acids directly interacting physically with each other. In some way, this

crosstalk appears to be selected for in the polyreactive population. To address this concern,

we set out to directly ascertain the source of this crosstalk using a structural and dynamic

approach. Dr. Marta Borowska, a former graduate student in the University of Chicago’s

Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, made a substantial contribution to this

effort through the crystallization of five antibodies derived from the bioinformatic dataset

analyzed above [91]. These antibodies are all tested for polyreactivity, with three identified

as highly polyreactive (5-7 ligands recognized) and two that are completely non-polyreactive

(0 tested ligands recognized).

Immediately, we see patterns emerge when comparing and contrasting the crystallized

structures of polyreactive and non-polyreactive antibodies (Figure 2.10). The surface of the

polyreactive antibodies 2G02, 43G10, and 338E6 appear to display a flatter binding interface,

compared to the protrusions and crevices of non-polyreactive antibodies 4C05 and 3B03. Im-

portantly, while we see a multitude of hydrophobic residues on the surface of polyreactive

clone 2G02, we likewise see a large patch of hydrophobicity on non-polyreactive clone 3B03,

countering the proposed role of these non-polar groups as key to polyreactivity [23, 72, 92].

Instead of highly hydrophobic binding surfaces bearing the brunt of responsibility, these

structures suggest that charged residues are the key to polyreactivity. Figure 2.10 highlights
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”naked” charges, i.e. unpaired charges on the binding surface, in yellow, whereas counterbal-

anced charge-charge interactions within the surface of a single antibody are highlighted in

black. In polyreactive antibodies, we see at most one such naked residue within the binding

interface, whereas both of the non-polyreactive antibodies have three or more.

2G02
(Poly)

4C05
(Non-Poly)

43G10
(Poly)

338E6
(Poly)

Key
3B03

(Non-Poly)

Polar
Negative
Positive
Phobic

Backbone
Framework

Figure 2.10: Crystal structures of polyreactive and non-polyreactive antibodies display differ-
ing charge localization patterns. Black boxes highlight instances of charge sequestration on the surface
of antibodies via inter- and intra-CDR loop interactions. Yellow boxes highlight unpaired charges on the
surfaces of antibodies.

Critically, these polyreactive antibodies do not have fewer charged residues, but instead

these charged residues are more frequently sequestered. This sequestration of charge on

the surface of polyreactive antibodies agrees well with the corresponding increase in mutual

information, suggesting the crosstalk manifests as direct side chain interactions across the

binding surface of polyreactive antibodies.

These direct side chain interactions across and within the CDR loops of polyreactive an-

tibodies further calls into question the role of flexibility in antibody polyreactivity. Previous

research has suggested that polyreactive antibodies are more flexible than non-polyreactive
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antibodies [47,72], and more broadly there is a belief that specificity in antibodies is conferred

via rigidification of the CDR loops [93–96]. One can imagine that a highly interconnected

protein interface should remain relatively rigid, rather than adopt sufficiently flexible poses

to conform to a variety of unrelated polyreactive ligands. We can test the relative rigidity

of each of these structures using brute force molecular dynamics simulations, looking not for

any specific motion of individual residues but instead to ascertain the overall flexibility of

each region.

To carefully dissect this nuanced question of flexibility using molecular dynamics sim-

ulations, we include an additional antibody structure to be simulated to bring our totals to

three polyreactive simulations and three non-polyreactive simulations. This sixth antibody

structure, derived from the work of Guthmiller et al., includes two prominent Arg→Lys

mutations alongside five additional germline reversion mutations of the polyreactive 2G02

antibody that abrogate said polyreactivity [47]. This newly non-polyreactive clone, referred

to as the 2G02 mutant hereafter, provides an excellent comparison group to observe the dy-

namical nature of polyreactivity in antibodies. To probe these dynamics, all six structures

are fully hydrated in a periodic water box, solvated in 0.15M NaCl, and equilibrated for 500

picoseconds and run for 1 microsecond of simulated time. Further simulation details and

descriptions of the analysis can be found in the Appendix. These 1 µs simulations were run

in duplicate, with the second replica run for 500ns, as there is little evidence of significant

changes in dynamics over the latter half of the full microsecond scale simulations.

Beginning with comparisons between the polyreactive and non-polyreactive versions

of antibody 2G02, we see distinct structural differences between the two simulated systems

exacerbated by temporal evolution. Figure 2.11 provides representative frames from the 1 µs

simulations of the polyreactive 2G02 antibody (Figure 2.11A) and the non-polyreactive 2G02

mutant (Figure 2.11B). While the mutation of arginine to lysine results in no net changes

in charge on the antibody surface, arginine is a significantly more flexible side chain [97],

capable of contortions which prove favorable for intra- and inter-loop interactions.
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Figure 2.11: The binding surfaces of polyreactive antibodies are more rigid than their non-
polyreactive counterparts. (A) A representative snapshot of molecular dynamics simulations of the
polyreactive 2G02 antibody shows an intricate intra-loop hydrogen bonding network. Key residues are
labeled, and hydrogen bonds are shown in yellow. (B) A similar snapshot of the mutated, non-polyreactive
2G02 antibody highlights the disruption of the hydrogen bonding network by the R100K mutation. (C)
Quantification of the relative flexibilities of the molecular dynamics simulations highlighted in panels (A) and
(B) via root mean square fluctuation (RMSF) of CDR3H. Key residues are labeled. (D) RMSF measurements
of the CDR3H loops of remaining polyreactive (blue) and non-polyreactive (red) MD simulations show similar
trends.

In 2G02, Arg100 forms a complex hydrogen bonding network, whereby a salt bridge

between Asp99 and Arg100 stabilizes the loop sufficiently, creating a hydrogen bonding

partner for the backbone oxygen of Asp102 and, less frequently, the backbone oxygen of

Thr105. When this arginine is mutated to lysine, the hydrogen bonding network is completely

disrupted, with the lysine making contact with neither the side chain of Asp99 nor the

backbones at the distal portion of the loop. This disruption of the hydrogen bonding network

has direct consequences on the flexibility of these loops, as quantified by root mean square

fluctuation (RMSF). RMSF is a useful metric for quantifying the average fluctuation of single
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residues over the course of entire simulated trajectories. RMSF is given by equation 2.1:

RMSF =

√√√√ 1

T

T∑
t=1

∥rt − rref∥2 (2.1)

Here we calculate the distance between rt, the position of the residue of interest at time

t, and some reference position rref , then average this distance over time. We repeat this

measurement for multiple residues across the CDR loops to quantify the flexibility over the

course of each simulation. Figure 2.11C shows the impact of the disruption of the hydrogen

bond network of 2G02 by the R100K mutation on the flexibility of CDR3H. Due to the

proximity of D99 and R/K100 to the core of the protein, these mutations have little impact

on this tightly packed region of the protein. However, between the more exposed residues of

D102 and G106 we see a significant increase in the flexibility of the mutated 2G02 antibody

compared to the wild-type. This mutation directly disrupts the crosstalk discussed in section

2.3.2, suggesting this increase in flexibility may be responsible for the loss of polyreactivity

in mutant 2G02.

We can further compare RMSF across the remaining four antibody simulations. Fig-

ure 2.11D highlights exceptionally high flexibility in the CDR3H loops of non-polyreactive

antibodies 4C05 and 3B03, compared to the robust rigidity of the loops of polyreactive an-

tibodies 43G10 and 338E6. We see that if we compare these fluctuation quantifications of

CDR3H across all simulated antibodies that 2G02 acts as something of a boundary case,

with antibodies more flexible than wild-type 2G02 being non-polyreactive, and those less

flexible being polyreactive (Figure 2.12A). Interestingly, we see a reversed pattern emerge

when looking at the flexibility of CDR1L. RMSF measurements in CDR1L compared across

all simulated systems appear to display an increased flexibility in polyreactive antibodies,

save for polyreactive antibody 338E6 (Figure 2.12B). Again we see that the flexibility of

CDR1L of the non-polyreactive, mutated form of 2G02 trends towards that of the other

non-polyreactive antibodies.
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Figure 2.12: Rigidification of polyreactive antibodies is not conserved across all CDR loops.
(A) The data of Figure 2.11C,D concatenated into a single plot highlights the relative flexibility of CDR3H of
non-polyreactive antibodies. (B) Root mean square fluctuation (RMSF) measurements of CDR1L displays a
reversed trend, whereby polyreactive antibodies appear to have more flexible loops. Data are averaged over
two replicates, with standard deviations given by shadows surrounding each line.

While root mean square fluctuation is a powerful metric for quantifying flexibility, we

can obtain a more complete story through visual inspection of trajectories. However, due

to the significant length of the trajectories, we require a systematic way to identify distinct

states across the course of the simulation. A common approach for identifying distinct,

metastable states in molecular dynamics simulations is through time-lagged independent

component analysis (tICA), a process originally developed in the signal processing literat-

ure [98]. tICA has been shown to identify slow degrees of freedom for protein motion [99] and

is useful as a means of pre-processing data for further downstream analysis through signific-

ant dimensionality reduction [100]. Whereas PCA generates an orthogonal basis set across

the dimensions of highest variance in the data, tICA incorporates temporal information to

generate an orthogonal basis set through the slowest changing structural features.

Using PyEMMA, a Python library for the generation of Markov models [101], we isolate

the cα backbones of each CDR loop and quantify the backbone dihedrals across the entire

trajectory for each simulated system. We select a time lag of 1ns, narrowing our analysis to

motions slower than this cutoff, and generate the first four independent components (ICs)
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from the tICA processing. We then project the isolated backbone dihedral data on the

first two independent components, i.e. the two tICA eigenvectors with the largest associ-

ated eigenvalues, for the polyreactive (Figure 2.13) and non-polyreactive (Figure 2.14) data.

Within these projections, each isolated density in tICA space represents similar protein con-

formations. However, the relative similarity of these conformations within or across each

region varies from projection to projection. As such, we utilize k-centers clustering to math-

ematically identify distinct groups in the tICA projections. We color each cluster and add

these to the tICA projections, and then render a representative structure from each cluster,

with the color of the rendered image matching the color of the k-center cluster marker.

It is important to note that these clusters are calculated using all four calculated in-

dependent components, helping to explain why some of the clusters on the two-dimensional

projections appear to be close together and not necessarily spanning all visible densities in

each plot. Looking first at the polyreactive antibodies, we find that despite what appears to

be substantial breadth in the tICA space, the identified structures from each cluster show

limited conformational change. The clusters of antibody 338E6 (Figure 2.13A) span across

all four highly sampled regions, yet the renders of these structures identify each distinct

conformation as simple translations through space, with each loop maintaining identical

conformations. In the tICA projections of data from antibodies 43G10 (Figure 2.13B) and

2G02 (Figure 2.13C), the clusters instead appear to identify distinct conformational states

of CDR1L, showing good agreement with the previously discussed RMSF data. Critically,

we see that for these polyreactive antibodies, the CDR3 loops align nearly perfectly, inde-

pendent of which cluster they are associated with.

Conversely, the non-polyreactive antibodies show significant differences across each

cluster identified within the tICA projections. In antibody 4C05 (Figure 2.14A) these dif-

ferences are primarily localized in CDR3H and CDR3L, with little motion across the other

loops. Antibody 2B03 (Figure 2.14B) has a highly flexible heavy chain, particularly CDR3H,

while the light chain adopts identical conformations across all identified clusters.
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Figure 2.13: tICA plots and representative structures of polyreactive antibodies highlight
exceptional rigidity of their CDR loops. Left: representative tICA plots from 1 microsecond simulations
of polyreactive antibodies. Individual clusters within tICA space identified via k-centers clustering are
represented by colorful circles. Right: representative structures of the CDR loops from each identified
cluster from tICA plots. Colors of the structures match those found in the tICA plots.
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Figure 2.14: tICA plots and representative structures of non-polyreactive antibodies highlight
exceptional flexibility of their CDR loops. Left: representative tICA plots from 1 microsecond simu-
lations of polyreactive antibodies. Individual clusters within tICA space identified via k-centers clustering
are represented by colorful circles. Right: representative structures of the CDR loops from each identified
cluster from tICA plots. Colors of the structures match those found in the tICA plots.
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Despite the presence of only one large basin in the tICA projection, the rendered clusters

of the mutant form of antibody 2G02 show changes in the conformation of CDR3H, differing

strongly from the observed tICA projections of the wild-type form.

Each tICA plot and subsequent render paints a vivid picture of the metastable states

adopted by each antibody throughout the course of the simulation. However, the use of tICA

to analyze MD data has important caveats. While the representative structures rendered

above give a strong picture of the conformational changes that occur throughout each tra-

jectory, the paths of the backbone motions between these states are lost. Likewise, due

to the time averaging in the RMSF calculations, we lose all dynamic information. We can

instead turn to root mean square deviation (RMSD):

RMSD(t) =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
n=1

∥rn(t)− rn0∥2 (2.2)

RMSD is nearly identical to RMSF, but instead of averaging the displacement of each

residue over time, we average the displacement over all residues at each time point. In this

way, we can look at the gross structural changes of each loop through time. Figure 2.15

shows these RMSD traces for each polyreactive antibody, while Figure 2.16 shows these data

for the non-polyreactive antibodies. Antibodies 338E6, 43G10, and 2G02 all display rigid

CDR3H loops, while 4C05, 3B03, and the 2G02 mutant all show increased flexibility in this

same loop. Interestingly, we see that CDR1H of polyreactive antibodies 338E6 and 43G10 are

significantly more dynamic than those in non-polyreactive antibodies. However, this trend

is not seen when comparing either wild-type or mutant 2G02, as differences between these

two are only seen in CDR3H and CDR1L, as was seen in RMSF calculations. Overall, we

find good agreement with the RMSF and tICA data outlined above, maintaining consistent

trends across all measured metrics.
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Figure 2.15: Root mean square deviation of the CDR loops of polyreactive antibodies through-
out 1 µs simulations show limited dynamics in CDR3H and CDR2H. RMSD traces over all simu-
lated time across four of the six CDR loops. Key differences in dynamics across poly- and non-polyreactive
antibodies can be found within the heavy chain and CDR1L.
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Figure 2.16: Root mean square deviation of the CDR loops of non-polyreactive antibodies
throughout 1 µs simulations show high flexibility in CDR3H and CDR2H. RMSD traces over
all simulated time across four of the six CDR loops. Key differences in dynamics across poly- and non-
polyreactive antibodies can be found within the heavy chain and CDR1L.
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2.5 Discussion

Previous research has highlighted the importance of hydrophobicity, charge, and CDR

loop flexibility on antibody specificity. In this work, we expand upon these previous res-

ults with a new bioinformatic and biophysical characterization of polyreactive antibodies.

The software generated for this study provides a powerful computational tool which can be

utilized by researchers interested in discerning differences between populations of adaptive

immune molecules in broad contexts. Building off of the efforts of our own work and that

of experimental collaborators, we were able to aggregate to date one of the largest publicly

available datasets of antibodies tested for polyreactivity. Differences in the germline gene

frequency and amino acid frequencies show there exists some underlying differences between

polyreactive and non-polyreactive antibodies. A surface level analysis of this dataset is able

to discriminate certain features of polyreactive and non-polyreactive antibodies, namely that

on average, polyreactive antibodies are less strongly negatively charged, less hydrophilic, and

have a higher prevalence of antibodies with longer CDR loops of the heavy chain. Import-

antly, however, these binding surfaces do not have a net positive charge nor are they net

hydrophobic.

Our results highlight an increase in VH1-69 gene usage in polyreactive antibodies, an

interesting finding given the substantial literature outlining its importance in diverse immune

environments. In addition to the aforementioned role of VH1-69 in broadly neutralizing

anti-influenza and anti-HIV antibodies [69–72], autoreactive chronic lymphocytic leukemic

B cells commonly express receptors bearing VH1-69 [102,103], and anti-HIV antibodies which

target the membrane-proximal external region of HIV-1 envelope glycoproteins frequently

utilize VH1-69 [104]. While previous reports suggest that the key feature permitting these

auto-reactive or polyreactive interactions of VH1-69 is an exceptionally hydrophobic CDR2H

loop [92] our results suggest this does not explain the over-representation of this antibody

in the polyreactive dataset, as on average the CDR2H of polyreactive antibodies is strongly

hydrophilic. Instead, certain structural or dynamic features of the antibody may contribute
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to its out-sized role in critical biological contexts.

To dig deeper into the biophysical differences between polyreactive and non-polyreactive

antibodies, we created an adaptable software for the automated analysis of large antibody

datasets and the application of a new analysis pipeline for the study of polyreactive anti-

bodies. Overall, the improvements of this software to the current state of antibody sequence

analysis are sufficient to highlight key differences in the two populations with improved spa-

tial resolution. The position sensitive sequence alignment is able to further parse through

the genetic differences and show that in general, polyreactive antibodies have a tendency to

have more hydrophobic residues in CDR2H, and a decreased preference for phenylalanine in

CDR1H. While these observational differences provided some initial insight, a more rigorous

biophysical treatment was necessary. With the addition of 62 biophysical properties analyzed

using the position sensitive alignment, significant differences between the CDR3H loops in

polyreactive and non-polyreactive antibodies become immediately evident, providing a more

detailed depiction of the antigen binding surface of polyreactive antibodies.

These data suggest a movement towards neutrality or “inoffensive” residues in the CDR

loops of polyreactive antibodies: amino acids that are neither exceptionally hydrophobic

nor hydrophilic and with a net charge close to 0. Previous studies have suggested that

polyreactive antibodies tend to have more hydrophobic CDR loops, such that low affinity

Van der Waals interactions might be the primary means of polyreactive interactions [23,

72]. However, these studies counted the number of hydrophobic residues per sequence or

averaged the hydrophobicity of all six CDR loops. While our results partially agree with

these previous findings, our analysis extends much further into defining the biophysical basis

of this phenomenon. For example, while our position sensitive representation of the sequences

shows that CDR3H does become more hydrophobic in polyreactive sequences, it is still net

hydrophilic on average. A highly hydrophobic binding surface would provide an avenue for

non-specific interactions with other hydrophobic proteins, but it would occlude binding to

highly hydrophilic ligands like DNA. A slightly hydrophilic, neutral-charged binding surface
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would permit weak interactions with a wide range of ligands.

Using these and other biophysical properties as input feature vectors, we were able to

generate a generalizable protocol for binary comparisons between two distinct populations

of Ig-domain sequences. This framework is able to successfully split all tested polyreactive

and non-polyreactive antibody datasets. Care was taken to not overfit these data and a

preliminary classifier built from this algorithm was able to identify the proper number of

input vectors for each LDA application. While there are general features which best split

the polyreactive and non-polyreactive antibodies in these datasets, including charge, hydro-

pathy, and α-helix propensity, these features alone are not sufficient to discriminate between

the two populations. Instead, 75 vectors taken from the position-sensitive biophysical prop-

erty matrix are necessary to properly split the groups, including both simple properties like

charge, hydropathy, flexibility, and bulkiness and more carefully curated properties like the

often-used Kidera factors and the hotspot detecting variables of Liu et al [85, 86, 105]. The

inability to arrive at a core few biophysical properties that could effectively distinguish poly-

reactive and non-polyreactive antibodies necessitated the application of further approaches,

namely information theory.

The tools provided by information theory proved to be effective in the present study. The

classic approach to information theory considers some input, communication of this input

across a noisy channel, and then reception of a meaningful message from the resultant output.

We can think of the analogous case for these antibodies, whereby the sequence and structure

of the antibodies can be seen as our input, the thermal noise inherent to biological systems

can complicate biochemical interactions, and the necessary output is antigen recognition,

i.e. binding between the antibody and the ligand. Focusing just on the antibody side of this

communication channel, we determined the underlying loop diversity through the Shannon

entropy of the polyreactive and non-polyreactive datasets. This diversity was found to be

nearly equivalent while the mutual information, a metric of “crosstalk” across populations,

between and within CDR loops was found to be increased in the heavy chain and decreased
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in the light chain of polyreactive antibodies. Importantly, this crosstalk is increased across

and within all loops when analyzing the parsed dataset (Figure 2.17).
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Figure 2.17: An information theoretic analysis of the parsed antibody sequences shows an
increase in polyreactive antibody loop crosstalk that is more pronounced when compared to
the full dataset. The difference in mutual information between polyreactive and non-polyreactive sequences
shows that CDR loops have more crosstalk in polyreactive antibodies. Each individual row represents the
given condition, whereas each column gives the location the mutual information is calculated (left). Singular
slices of the mutual information show the data projected from the matrix onto a line, highlighting the
significance of the differences at these particular locations. The positions of the ‘given’ amino acid, that is
the particular Y in H(X|Y), are highlighted by gray boxes (right). Solid black lines indicate where on the
X-axis this ‘given’ amino acid is located. Stars indicate statistical significance (p � 0.05) calculated through a
nonparametric permutation test. Bars with a single star above represent contiguous regions of significance.

As seen in the crystal structures solved by Dr. Borowska [91] mutual information mani-

fests itself in these polyreactive antibodies as an increase in charge-charge interactions on

the binding surface. This helps to explain the minimal change in net charge of antibodies

between the two groups, yet the significant move towards neutrality in the CDR loops of

polyreactive antibodies. The pairing of two charged groups helps move the binding surface

of polyreactive antibodies towards a more “inoffensive” binding surface. A binding surface

that is neither exceptionally hydrophobic nor hydrophilic, and lacks a significant positive or
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negative charge, represents a relatively appealing binding interface for a low-affinity inter-

action with a large array of diverse ligands. A patchwork of hydrophobic and hydrophilic

non-charged residues exposed to potential ligands generally represents an ideal candidate

polyreactive surface. The corresponding decrease in the mutual information between the

light chain CDR loops of polyreactive antibodies could be caused by a de-emphasis in the

involvement of these loops due to differential binding configurations of polyreactive ligands,

as has been previously hypothesized [37, 106].

Finally, the dynamic nature of these structural interactions were probed using all atom

molecular dynamics simulations. Six antibody structures were simulated for a total of 12

µs of accumulated simulated time. Using a variety of analytical techniques, we found that

specifically the CDR3 loop of the heavy chain of polyreactive antibodies tends to be more

rigid than that of non-polyreactive antibodies. Conversely, the CDR1 loop of the light chain

of these same polyreactive antibodies appears to be more flexible in polyreactive antibodies.

These data directly contradict recent results that propose flexibility as a key feature of

polyreactive antibodies [47]. While Guthmiller et al. utilized computationally predicted

models of polyreactive and non-polyreactive antibodies, our simulations are based on the first

ever crystallized structures of antibodies confirmed to be polyreactive. Although structure

prediction has come a long way in the past decade, they still perform relatively poorly in the

placement of side chains [80]. As seen in our crystallographic analysis, the relative positioning

of side chains has critical implications on the resulting dynamics. Additionally, the sole

metric for flexibility in Guthmiller et al. is based upon the spread of data across projections

of the dynamic data on to principal components. Our results show that tICA projections, a

similar metric for collapsing the dimensionality of dynamic data, do not necessarily reflect

flexibility of the antibodies. Overall, we find that polyreactive antibodies are in fact more

rigid, but further dynamic studies of these polyreactive antibodies will be needed to confirm

these results.

The results obtained using linear discriminant analysis further contextualizes these dy-
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namic results, helping to complete the circle of observations between bioinformatics and

dynamics. In addition to standard side chain properties, many of the most important fea-

tures for splitting polyreactive and non-polyreactive antibodies were structural in nature.

Specifically, hotspot variables 6, 24, 25, and 41 all correspond to the structural tendencies

of a given amino acid. Coupled with the increase in side chain interactions that may be

implied by the increased mutual information across the loops of polyreactive antibodies, this

potential for increased loop structure in polyreactive antibodies suggests more rigid CDR

loops in polyreactive antibodies, as was seen in the RMSF and RMSD measurements taken

from molecular dynamics simulations.

Further experimental assays will be necessary to more comprehensively identify the

underlying mechanisms of polyreactivity, including additional sequencing and biochemical

analyses of polyreactive and non-polyreactive antibodies. Antibodies specific to other patho-

gens or those from other organisms tested for polyreactivity will help form a more complete

picture and improve the generality of the results. As with any machine learning based ap-

proach, the classification algorithm is only as good as the data it is trained on. Adding

further data in the training set, including more mutations and germline reversions that turn

a polyreactive antibody non-polyreactive or vice-versa, will be critical for a comprehensive

analysis of polyreactivity. Additionally, a more robust assay for determining polyreactivity

such as a chip-based screen to test for binding to many diverse targets would greatly expand

our perspective and help understand just how broadly reactive these polyreactive antibodies

are. Lastly, a more complete understanding of the germinal center and the selection pro-

cesses inherent to the affinity maturation process will assist in the determination of whether

polyreactivity is a byproduct or a purposeful feature of the affinity maturation process.
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CHAPTER 3

UNDERSTANDING THE ROLE OF BTN3A1 IN Vγ9Vδ2 T

CELL ACTIVATION

3.1 Introduction: A Persistent Challenge to Our Understanding

of T Cell Activation

Shortly after the initial identification of γδ T cells by Brenner et al. in 1986 [107],

this same group at Brigham and Women’s Hospital in Boston, Massachusetts determined

a role for these cells in humans. Modlin et al. discovered that γδ T cells are prevalent in

lesions derived from leprosy patients, and that these lesion-resident T cells proliferate in

vitro in response to mycobacterial antigens [108]. In the same year, a separate group at

the National Institutes of Health determined that this same line of T cells is activated in

response to antigens derived from Mycobacterium tuberculosis, in addition to the previously

discovered Mycobacterium leprae derived ligands [109]. This line of T cells was later further

characterized and found to bear Vγ9+ and Vδ2+ T cell receptors, occasionally referred

to as Vγ2Vδ2 TCRs due to conflicts in nomenclature preferences but only referred to as

Vγ9Vδ2 TCRs in this work. Despite this explosion of scientific discovery, critical questions

surrounding the identity of the ligand itself remained. These mycobacterial antigens were

known to require some type of presentation by host cells [108], but any further details were

lacking. Were these antigens peptide-based like the majority of previously identified T cell

antigens? Were they similarly presented by MHC class I or class II molecules to the TCR?

In 1994, Jean-Jacques Fornié and Marc Bonneville’s groups quickly answered this first

question, discovering that the ligand in question was not a peptide, breaking sharply from

the known paradigm of T cell activation, and instead was a phosphate-containing molecular

metabolite [110]. Shortly thereafter, Michael Brenner and Barry Bloom’s labs completed

the work started in France, nailing down the identity of the first known activating ligand,
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isopentenyl pyrophosphate (IPP) [111]. As the field progressed, further ligands were identi-

fied, most notably (E)-4-Hydroxy-3-methyl-but-2-enyl pyrophosphate (HDMAPP), the most

potent microbially-derived pathogen. These ligands were later classified as a broad cluster

of antigens collectively called phosphoantigens (pAgs). These pAgs were known to activate

Vγ9Vδ2 T cells, but the key mediating molecule remained a mystery. Further research ruled

out the classical antigen presenting MHC class I [11, 112] and class II [12, 110] molecules as

the key mediators, creating more questions than were answered. Other activating molecules

were proposed, but the true molecule responsible for transmitting the information of pAg

accumulation was not identified for nearly twenty years after the first ligand-characterizing

studies.

Finally, in 2011, Harly et al. identified butyrophilin 3A1 (BTN3A1) as a necessary pro-

tein for the pAg-dependent activation of Vγ9Vδ2 T cells [55]. These researchers discovered

that when incubating cells with anti-BTN3A1 antibodies, they subsequently became able

to activate Vγ9Vδ2 T cells. Further follow-up experiments showed that knocking down

BTN3A1 using small-hairpin RNA completely abrogated the ability of target cells to ac-

tivate T cells upon the addition of pAg [55]. Proceeding this study, the Adams lab at the

University of Chicago determined the structural basis for this ability to sense pAg, identi-

fying the intracellular B30.2 domain of BTN3A1 as a pAg-binding domain [56]. This had

profound implications for the mechanism of TCR recognition of antigen, suggesting that

intracellular pAg accumulation was somehow mediating an extracellular change, rather than

the direct antigenic presentation that has been consistently demonstrated in αβ T cells.

While this insight was a massive breakthrough in our understanding of the Vγ9Vδ2 T cell

activation mechanism, it remains to be seen what the downstream consequences of this pAg

binding are.
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3.2 Extracellular Conformational Change as a Driver of T Cell

Activation

There have been a host of theories for the “true” mechanism linking pAg and BTN3A1

to T cell activation. Early on, before the work of Sandstrom et al., there was some sugges-

tion that pAg was actually presented extracellularly with the Vγ9Vδ2 TCR making direct

contact with a BTN3A1-pAg complex [113]. This hypothesis has been disproven, repeatedly

and resolutely, by numerous groups across the research community, solidifying the role of

intracellular pAg binding as the mechanism of BTN3A1-mediated T cell activation [114,115].

Instead, the field has converged upon a so-called “inside-out” model whereby intracellular

binding of phosphoantigen leads to an extracellular conformational change of BTN3A1 that

is subsequently recognized by the TCR. This model was largely based upon further struc-

tural data from the Adams lab in work by Palakodeti et al., who discovered two distinct

conformational states of BTN3A1 homodimers [57]. The first state, a proposed “inactive”

conformation that adopts a head-to-tail arrangement of the extracellular domains is sugges-

ted to then convert into a v-shaped, activating conformation (Figure 3.1). In this model, pAg

acts on the intracellular B30.2 domain, and in some way transmits the information neces-

sary to induce a conformational change extracellularly, supposedly through the single-pass

transmembrane helix. My work in this space has primarily focused on testing this model, at-

tempting to identify the predominant conformation and the likelihood of this conformational

change.

Previous research focused on attempting to validate this model of conformational change

have mostly fallen short of their target. In the very paper the model was suggested, Palako-

deti et al. found that in solution, only the v-shaped conformation could be observed using

a FRET-based approach [57]. Further negative-stain electron microscopy results failed to

identify the hypothesized head-to-tail conformation using full-length protein expressed in

lipid nanodiscs [116]. Despite the inability to detect this proposed inactive conformation,

the shortcomings of each of these methods made explicitly ruling out the head-to-tail model
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difficult. Further experimental validation is necessary to confirm or deny the existence of

this conformation.

Figure 3.1: A comprehensive outline of the conformational change model of BTN3A-mediated
pAg recognition by Vγ9Vδ2 T cells. In this model, pAg binds to inactive BTN3A1 homodimers (red
and pink), leading to a conformational change producing active BTN3A1 homodimers (blue and cyan).
These activated homodimers then cluster at the immune synapse, either through cytoskeletal interactions
or some other, unknown mechanism. Accessory proteins rhoB and periplakin are included highlighting their
proposed interaction with BTN3A1 intracellular domains, yet their function in this accessory role remains
unclear.

3.2.1 Using Atomic Force Microscopy to Probe Conformational Change

Clearly, a method more sensitive than either FRET or negative-stain microscopy is

necessary to fully rule out or confirm the existence of the head-to-tail conformation. In an

attempt to answer this question, we utilize atomic force microscopy (AFM), an approach

capable of identifying conformational changes on the nanometer scale. AFM is a conceptually

simple technique, whereby a small composite cantilever is raster-scanned across a nanoscale

topographical surface. AFM leverages the simple geometry of long lever arms to amplify
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small perturbative deflections incident upon the cantilever probe into much larger motions

of a laser whose motion is sensed by a photodetector [117]. Modern atomic force microscopes

have sub-nanometer precision in the z-axis, and x-y precision on the order of a few nanometers

[118]. This resolution should be sufficient for discriminating between the two proposed

conformations of BTN3A1’s extracellular domain, with structures given in Figure 3.2A,B.

The data generated by AFM resemble topographical maps, from which 2D-slices can be

taken to give detailed local height traces. A hypothetical height trace can be seen in Figure

3.2C, providing insight into what we can expect AFM data of these protein samples to look

like.

Despite this exceptional three-dimensional resolution, AFM is often a difficult technique

to apply in practice due to the requisite surface-restriction of the measurement. Any meas-

ured sample must be stably bound to the imaging surface, either through simple electrostatic

effects or through more involved functionalization techniques [119,120]. Two distinct routes

are taken to overcome this technical issue. The first approach is centered around creating

a closer approximation of the natural environment of BTN3A1 by reconstituting the pur-

ified protein into lipid vesicles. These lipid vesicles are then deposited onto the flat mica

AFM imaging surface, whereby they spontaneously transition from a spheroid vesicle to a

planar bilayer. The second approach is more direct, removing some of the complicated steps

involved with reconstituting the protein into a lipid bilayer. Rather than relying on lipid

vesicles depositing onto the mica surface, we solubilize the protein in detergent and directly

probe the conformation of the protein on the imaging plane. The protocols for purification,

reconstitution, and measurement of the protein using each of these approaches can be found

in the Appendix.
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Figure 3.2: The distinct conformational states of BTN3A1’s extracellular domains readily lend
themselves to interrogation by atomic force microscopy. (A) Crystal structure of BTN3A1’s extra-
cellular head-to-tail conformation. (B) Crystal structure of BTN3A1’s extracellular v-shaped conformation.
(C) Hypothetical atomic force microscopy height trace of the conformations highlighted in (A) and (B) in
the context of a supported lipid bilayer.
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The strength of using lipid vesicles to identify the conformations of BTN3A1 lies in our

ability to focus our measurements in the incredibly precise z-dimension. As suggested in

Figure 3.2, we expect that the v-shaped conformation should protrude nearly 8nm off the

surface of the lipid bilayer, while the head-to-tail conformation juts a mere 4nm above the

lipid headgroups. This difference in height is well within the range of detection of a modern

atomic force microscope. Consistent with previous experimental results, we are able to

identify features consistent with these v-shaped conformations, with a representative image

shown in Figure 3.3A. Here dark colors represent low features and bright objects represent

features of higher prominence. Specifically, the mica surface can be seen in dark brown, the

lipid bilayer in gold, and the v-shaped BTN3A1 in white. Figure 3.3B zooms in on this data,

while panels C and D provide three-dimensional renders to give further perspective. The

height trace of profile 1, the prominent feature in the data, provided in Figure 3.3E shows

good agreement with the predicted height of the v-shaped conformation (8nm). Distinctly

lacking from this data is any evidence of the head-to-tail conformation. The faint features

around 1nm in height outlined in Figure 3.3F are likely nanoscale salt aggregates, too small

to be the head-to-tail conformation.

Unable to observe the head-to-tail conformation using this vesicle-based approach, we

further attempted to probe the conformation of BTN3A1 using a more direct measure-

ment. Full-length BTN3A1 was expressed and solubilized in DDM detergent and deposited

directly onto mica. Figure 3.4A shows the results of this direct measurement, with each

distinct bright spot corresponding to each domain of BTN3A1. The line traces taken from

this topographic map (Figure 3.4B) matches up almost perfectly with what we would ex-

pect to see for a homodimer of BTN3A1, with a larger, longer extracellular domain and a

smaller intracellular B30.2 domain. However, given the poor x-y resolution of atomic force

microscopes resulting from tip convolution [121,122], we cannot confidently determine which

conformation is observed in this profile.
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Figure 3.3: Atomic force microscopy of BTN3A1 in supported lipid bilayers may be capable
of detecting the v-shaped conformation, but not the head-to-tail conformation. (A) 2D scan
of BTN3A1 reconstituted into vesicles deposited on mica as supported lipid bilayers. Scale bar bottom
left gives XY scale, color scale right gives Z scale. (B) Zoomed scan of the boxed region in (A). Scale bar
bottom left gives XY scale, color scale right gives Z scale. (C) 3D representation of the data in (A). (D) 3D
representation of the data in (B). (E) Line scan of profiles 1 (putative BTN3A1 v-shaped conformation) and
2 (lipid) from (B). (F) Line scan of profiles 3 (salt), 4 (salt), and 5 (lipid).
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Figure 3.4: Atomic force microscopy of BTN3A1 solubilized in detergent can resolve full-
length BTN3A1, but not the conformation of the extracellular domains. (A) 2D scan of BTN3A1
deposited directly on mica. Scale bar bottom left gives XY scale, color scale right gives Z scale. (B) Height
profiles of the two traces in (A).

While these data further point towards the v-shaped conformation being the primary

state, and perhaps the only state, adopted by full-length BTN3A1, they still lack the strength

to conclusively rule out the head-to-tail conformation as one that is truly realized in solution.

These results help to contextualize BTN3A1 and show that the conformation of the protein

appears to not be significantly affected by the lipid bilayer, but further detail is needed to

determine the relevance of the two molecular conformations.

3.2.2 Dynamic Tests of BTN3A1’s Extracellular Domain Stability

While experimental approaches have thus far fallen short in determining the physiolo-

gical relevance of the head-to-tail BTN3A1 conformation identified in crystal structures, a

computational approach may provide atomistic insights capable of breaking down this prob-

lem. Specifically, computation can be used to ascertain the relative stability of each of these

conformations. In this work, we first utilize all-atom molecular dynamics to survey the tem-

poral evolution of each of the dimer interfaces of the two crystal structure conformations of

BTN3A1. However, as mentioned in Chapter 1, all-atom molecular dynamics is significantly

hampered in its ability to sample long timescales. We can overcome this shortcoming via
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coarse-graining, a technique whereby waters and side chains are replaced by implicit func-

tional groups to reduce computational cost. Using these two computational techniques, we

are able probe the differences in conformational dynamics between the two proposed states.

Each protein structure was downloaded directly from the protein database and set up

for simulation using the CHARMM-GUI [123, 124]. Further details of the simulation set

up can be found in the Appendix. The two simulated systems are run in duplicate for 500

nanoseconds in periodic boxes fully hydrated with explicit waters and buffered with 0.15M

NaCl. We run these simulations in duplicate to mitigate the stochastic initialization effects

inherent to all-atom simulations [125, 126]. In each of these systems, we can look at three

metrics as a proxy for the relative stability of the two protein conformations. Using the

two crystal structures as reference states (Figure 3.2A,B), we can measure the RMSD, the

RMSF, and the relative angle between the two domains, all as a function of time across both

the interfacial domains and the entire protein structures.

Figure 3.5 shows that the v-shaped conformation is more stable than the head-to-tail

conformation across duplicate simulations. We examine both the stabilities of each dimeric

interface as well as the entire protein structures, denoted in the figures as ”interface” and

”full”, respectively. Root mean square deviation (RMSD) traces (Figure 3.5A,B) highlight

the exceptional stability of the v-shaped conformation, with deviations under 1.5 Å for the

interface and under 2.0 Å across the entire structure. Conversely, the head-to-tail simulations

rapidly diverge from their crystallographic interface, displaying an interface deviation of over

2.0 Å within the first 200ns of simulated time and a dynamic structural evolution for the

remainder of the simulation. We can zoom in and determine where this stability, or lack

thereof, comes from in each structure.
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Figure 3.5: All-atom molecular dynamics simulations of BTN3A1’s extracellular domains
highlight the exceptional stability of the v-shaped conformation and the relatively transient
nature of the head-to-tail conformation. (A) Root mean square deviation (RMSD) measurements of
duplicate 500ns simulations of the v-shaped (V1,V2) and head-to-tail (HTT1, HTT2) dimeric interfaces.
Running averages over 20 picoseconds are shown for clarity. (B) RMSD measurements of the full dimers of
the v-shaped and head-to-tail conformations. Running averages over 20 picoseconds are shown for clarity.
Interface root mean square fluctuations (RMSF) for the v-shaped (C) and head-to-tail (D) conformations.
(E) Full protein RMSF measurements. (F) Measurement of the dihedral angles between interfacial domains
in all four simulated systems through time.
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As discussed in Chapter 2, root mean square fluctuation (RMSF) is a useful metric for

tracking the displacement of individual resides averaged over entire trajectories. The inter-

facial residues are defined as any residues on one monomer within 5.0 Å of the corresponding

dimeric partner. Due to this imprecise definition, we see that there exist regions of 5-10

amino acids in the v-shaped RMSF trace (Figure 3.5C) that are incredibly stable through

time with an RMSF under 1.0 Å. These regions are comprised of the backbone interactions

of the v-shaped dimeric interface, yet again attesting to the exceptional stability of these

interactions. No such regions of local stability exist within the head-to-tail interface (Figure

3.5D), and RMSF measurements across the entire dimeric complexes (Figure 3.5E) further

underline the dramatic stability differences between each conformation. Lastly, we see that

over the course of these simulations, the head-to-tail interface is not maintained, as dihed-

ral angle measurements between the two interacting domains shift through time, whereas

v-shaped dimers maintain a dihedral angle between monomers of 315 degrees (Figure 3.5F).

Despite these striking differences, all-atom simulations on the order of hundreds of

nanoseconds are often sufficient for sampling significant conformational changes in the pro-

tein structure but are unable to capture folding and unfolding events or protein binding

events [127]. Further coarse-grained simulations help to fill this gap in sampling, serving

to account for possibilities that short term dynamics do not necessarily predict the longer-

timescale behavior. In this work we utilize Upside, a coarse-graining software developed in

the Sosnick lab at the University of Chicago [128]. The Upside simulation package is unique

in its powerful machine-learning based approach to force-field building and the relative sim-

plicity of the model used [129]. We can further enhance sampling using replica exchange

molecular dynamics, a powerful technique to sample a protein’s conformational landscape

across a wide range of temperatures. Replica exchange MD will be discussed at length in

Chapter 4.

Simulations were run by Nabil Faruk, a graduate student in the Biophysical Sciences

program at the University of Chicago, using replica exchange molecular dynamics simula-
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tions on Upside. Throughout the course of these simulations we are able to sample each

simulated system from their crystal structure to a nearly unfolded state. As a first attempt

at characterizing this folding pathway, and to specifically look at which parts of the pro-

teins unfold, we can compare the radius of gyration (Rg) to the fraction of protein replicas

that remain in the bound state at each tested temperature. By plotting these two metrics

(Figures 3.6A,B) we can see via the Rg that the head-to-tail conformation begins to unfold

much sooner than the v-shaped conformation, but once the protein begins to unfold, they

each evolve in a similar manner as a function of temperature.
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Figure 3.6: Coarse grained Upside simulations show the v-shaped conformation is considerably
more stable than the head-to-tail conformation over long timescales. (A) Radius of gyration across
all tested temperatures of coarse grained umbrella sampling simulations. (B) Fraction bound, i.e. probability
of maintaining dimeric interaction, over all tested temperatures. (C) Average hydrogen bond count over the
course of Upside simulations. (D) Fraction bound of both the distal (IgV) and proximal (IgC) domains of
the v-shaped conformation. See figure 3.2 for reference of structure.
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Conversely, we see from the bound fraction quantification that the v-shaped conform-

ation remains a dimer much longer than the head-to-tail conformation, confirming the im-

proved stability of the v-shaped conformation. Indeed, it appears from these data that the

monomers adopting the v-shaped dimeric state begin to unfold before the dimeric interface

is dissolved. From these data, we can see that the proteins are undergoing significant con-

formational changes as the temperature is increased, to the point that nearly no hydrogen

bonds remain at the highest tested temperature (Figure 3.6C). This suggests a completely

unfolded state of both proteins at the highest temperature. At lower temperatures, we find

that interactions between the distal domains are slightly increased, persisting just enough

to suggest weak interactions (Figure 3.6D).

These data suggest an incredibly stable v-shaped interface, and one that is potentially

irreversible over the lifetime of a single dimer complex residing on the surface of a cell. This

calls into question the prevailing model for activation. How could the information of a small

molecule binding to the intracellular B30.2 domain of BTN3A1 be transmitted through a

single-pass transmembrane helix, and how could this single helix provide a strong enough

allosteric effect to alter such a stable interface? Similarly, if the v-shaped extracellular con-

formation exists independent of the presence of pAg, as suggested by the work of Gu et

al. [116] and the results of Figure 3.3, then any model of activation would operate on an as-

sumption of some change in the thermodynamic equilibrium of the two conformational states.

pAg would then function as a catalyst, shifting this equilibrium away from the head-to-tail

conformation and towards the v-shaped conformation. Yet if the v-shaped conformation

is nearly irreversible and the head-to-tail conformation is relatively unstable, as suggested

by the above simulations, this equilibrium is already significantly unbalanced. Instead, it

appears more likely that BTN3A1 is constitutively expressed as a v-shaped dimer, and that

some other mechanism plays a key role in the activation of T cells.
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3.3 An Intracellular Model for pAg-Induced Activation

In light of these results casting doubt on the activation model conditional on extra-

cellular conformational change, a new model for activation is required. We can begin to

build such a model by recontextualizing some of the results in the field, stripping away their

implications towards a model based upon extracellular change and focusing instead on the

basic results. We can start from the very beginning of the study of BTN3A1, in the work of

Harly et al. As mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, BTN3A1 was first identified

through an anti-BTN antibody that is capable of activating Vγ9Vδ2 T cells [55]. This activ-

ating antibody, referred to as monoclonal antibody 20.1 (mAb20.1), was found to immobilize

BTN3A1 on the surface of live cells using fluorescence recovery after photobleaching [55].

Further results from Palakodeti et al. clarifies these findings, providing a possible mechan-

ism for the activating potential of mAb20.1. Co-crystal structures of a single chain variant

(scFv) of the 20.1 antibody bound to the BTN3A1 extracellular domain suggest that the

full mAb may crosslink butyrophilin molecules [57]. Figure 3.7 depicts a new model based

upon these experimental data and incorporating some of the hypotheses investigated in this

work, whereby clustering and immobilization of BTN3A1 is driven by intracellular changes

induced by phosphoantigen binding.

This new, clustering based activation mechanism is consistent with the results so far

in the field, which have been primarily focused on the intracellular consequences of pAg

binding [56, 116, 130, 131], fundamental differences in antibody- or pAg-based activation

mechanisms [58], or the (recently successful) search for a TCR-contacting molecule [132].

Recently however, the work of Yang et al. has revitalized this conformational change model.

Through new crystallographic results, Yang et al. suggest that a single rotomeric shift

of histidine 351 (H351) within the B30.2 domain of BTN3A1 may have implications for

activation [133]. The authors go on to suggest that this shift leads to a larger allosteric

effect that then results in a significant extracellular conformational change.
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Figure 3.7: A new clustering-based model for BTN3A1-mediated Vγ9Vδ2 T cell activation. In
this model, we assume the majority of BTN3A1 homodimers on the cellular surface, both active and inactive,
exist in a v-shaped conformation (blue and cyan molecules). While we cannot rule out the existence of the
head-to-tail conformation of the BTN3A1 homodimer (red and pink), we expect that it does not play a
role in pAg-dependent activation of T cells. Instead, pAg binds the intracellular B30.2 domain of the v-
shaped homodimer, inducing clustering and potential recruitment of BTN2A1. The role of BTN2A1 in T
cell activation is discussed further in the discussion.

Yet as suggested by the results outlined in in Section 3.2, these extracellular changes

appear unlikely. Is a single histidine rotomeric shift truly responsible for initiating T cell

activation? If not, what are the consequences of pAg binding to the B30.2 domain, and how

might this information be transmitted to the extracellular surface? Again, these questions

readily lend themselves to interrogation using computational approaches.

3.3.1 Characterizing pAg Dynamics Within the B30.2 Binding Pocket

Working from the starting crystal structure of Yang et al., we can quickly test their

proposed hypothesis of H351’s key role in the transmission of the signal of pAg binding
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to the extracellular surface. Starting from the crystal structure of HDMAPP bound to

the B30.2 domain (PDB ID: 5ZXK), we see that the hydroxyl oxygen of the ligand neatly

contacts the π-nitrogen of H351 [133]. We would expect that if H351 acts as a “gatekeeping”

residue, this mechanism should persist across all activating phosphoantigens. As such we

model cHDMAPP, a synthetic form of HDMAPP [134], into an identical binding pose within

the pocket of the B30.2 domain. These two all-atom simulation systems are fully solvated

in explicit water with 0.15M NaCl using CHARMM-GUI [123,124] and run in triplicate for

500ns of total simulated time. Further detail can be found in the Appendix.

Figure 3.8A shows a time trace of a representative replica of the distance between

cHDMAPP’s hydroxyl and H351. Nearly immediately, within the first few nanoseconds of

simulated time, we find that the cHDMAPP-H351 interaction is unstable. Shortly thereafter,

the hydroxyl seems to move about in an unstructured manner, before adopting what appears

to be a semi-stable state roughly 15 Å away from H351. However, this interaction is also

relatively short lived, giving way to yet more chaotic motion through the remainder of the

trajectory. The cHDMAPP hydroxyl does appear to interact with H351 at multiple time

points throughout the full 500ns trajectory, but only does so briefly. While the chaotic motion

throughout the majority of the trajectory suggests the cHDMAPP hydroxyl is freely diffusing,

the semi-stable state adopted in the short time frame between 20 and 80ns likely occurs via

a distinct interaction elsewhere within the B30.2 domain’s binding pocket. However, this

interaction is also relatively short lived, giving way to yet more chaotic motion through the

remainder of the trajectory.

We can identify this distinct state more easily by looking at a representative distance

trace taken from the HDMAPP simulations. Figure 3.8B shows not only the 07-H351 dis-

tance, but also 07-E416 distance. This measured distance between the glutamic acid and the

HDMAPP-hydroxyl is complementary to the 07-H351 distance, identifying E416 as a second

significant interaction partner of pAg.
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Figure 3.8: Molecular dynamics simulations of pAg bound to the B30.2 domain show that
the hydroxyl tail of HDMAPP and cHDMAPP dynamically sample the binding pocket. (A)
Distance trace through time between the cHDMAPP-hydroxyl (07) and His351 . (B) Distance trace through
time between the HDMAPP hydroxyl (07) and both His351 and Glu416. (C) Representative snapshots of
pAg-B30.2 simulations. Border colors match the highlighted regions of the distance traces in (A) and (B).
(D) Percent contact, i.e. each interacting partner at a distance of under 5.0 Å, of cHDMAPP and HDMAPP
with solvent, Glu416, or His351.

When looking at these structures in closer detail (Figure 3.8C) we see that the terminal

hydroxyl is the key mediator of each of these interactions. E416, and the histidine-distal

region of the pocket as a whole, have been shown previously to play a significant role in
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the activation capabilities of the B30.2 domain [114]. Again, we see that these results are

consistent across triplicates. We can quantify how each of these triplicate simulations behave

and see that on average cHDMAPP spends more time sampling space outside of the pocket

than either of the two distinct regions of the binding pocket (Figure 3.8D).

It thus appears that H351 is not the sole mediator for the activation of T cells by

pAg. While H351 may play a role, pAg is much more dynamic within the B30.2 binding

pocket than has been previously proposed. Instead, pAg’s intermittent contact with E416

appears to be equally important, and ligands that rarely contact either region (cHDMAPP)

are still capable of activating T cells. Looking across all three triplicates for cHDMAPP

and HDMAPP (Figure 3.9), the data show that HDMAPP contacts H351 and E416 nearly

equally, while cHDMAPP contacts neither region for a majority of the simulated time.
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Figure 3.9: Distance traces between pAg and either His351 or Glu416 through time show
consistent behavior across molecular dynamics triplicates. Triplicate 1 of cHDMAPP and HDMAPP
(top) are highlighted in Figure 3.8.
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While both of these ligands are able to activate T cells, HDMAPP is the more po-

tent activator [134], suggesting contact with H351 and E416 may augment the activation

potential of antigenic diphosphates. Additionally, the key mediating chemical group for

this interaction, hydroxyl, is not present in isopentenyl pyrophosphate (IPP) an endogenous

phosphoantigen which binds less tightly to BTN3A1’s B30.2 domain and is a much less po-

tent stimulant than HDMAPP or cHDMAPP [56, 130, 134]. This suggests pAg, and quite

likely the diphosphate group within each pAg, may initiate some other molecular change

upon binding to the B30.2 domain.

3.3.2 Investigating B30.2 Structural Changes in Response to pAg Binding

Using cHDMAPP as a test ligand, we can more clearly define the subsequent molecular

consequences of pAg binding independent of the contacts made with H351 or E416, provid-

ing a broader understanding of how ligands such as cHDMAPP and IPP activate T cells.

Initializing these simulations with the cHDMAPP hydroxyl positioned outside of the pocket,

we ran 500ns of all-atom simulations in periodic simulation boxes fully hydrated in explicit

water with 0.15M NaCl. Two distinct systems, a B30.2 domain with cHDMAPP bound and

one without, are run in triplicate. Given the proposed models in the field, we hypothesize

that cHDMAPP should induce some local and potentially global conformational change, and

that these changes should become more evident when comparing to an apo-structure.

Similar to the simulations focused on antigen dynamics, we rapidly see differences in

the observed protein dynamics between the apo- and pAg-bound simulations. Visualization

of representative frames from these trajectories show that pAg keeps the binding pocket

of the intracellular domain in a more contracted state, while the apo systems are free to

adopt a more open, flexible conformation (Fig. 3.10A). Root mean square deviation (RMSD)

backbone analysis of these simulations, which reveal structural shifts in the protein backbone

over time, show that overall the crystal structure is stable in solution.
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Figure 3.10: All-atom MD simulations reveal dynamic and structural differences between
B30.2 domain apo and pAg-bound state. (A) Coordinates of the BTN3A1 intracellular domain with
(blue) or without (red) pAg cHDMAPP (VDW spheres) after 500 ns of MD simulations are shown in cartoon
representation. The segments 393–397 and 410–419 that exhibit major backbone RMSD shift are shown as
ribbon representation in red (apo) or blue (pAg-bound). (B) Single amino acid backbone RMSD of the
residues identified to experience high CSP upon pAg binding. The thick horizontal line in each plot is the
mean plus or minus SD of the backbone RMSD of the rest of the protein.
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These simulations have a mean deviation between crystal structure and simulation of

1.81 Å for the apo systems and 1.57 Å for the pAg-bound systems (Figure 3.10B). While

the overall structure is stable, single-residue RMSD analysis of the backbone showed that

the residues flanking the pAg binding pocket show significant local variation throughout the

course of the simulations (Fig. 3.10B).

The specific residues showing the most prominent shifts in silico are along two distinct

flexible loops encompassing residues 393–397 and residues 410–419. Chemical shift perturb-

ation measurements comparing apo- and pAg-bound B30.2 domains using nuclear magnetic

resonance highlight these same two flexible loops as the regions of strongest change upon

pAg binding [116]. This strong agreement with experiment provides further confidence in

our computational results. Throughout the course of the simulation, the pAg-bound B30.2

structure is rigid and stable, primarily through interactions between the pAg diphosphate

moiety and two arginine residues on the most flexible loop within the binding pocket. This

more stable, contracted structure remains close to the crystallographic state, whereas the

apo-simulation displays flexible motions in these flexible loops flanking the binding pocket.

Both effects are pronounced and persist throughout the duration of the simulations. Po-

tentially, this stabilization of a crystal-like conformation of the B30.2 domain may prove

entropically favorable for dimerization partners critical for T cell activation.

One such dimerization partner for B30.2-pAg complexes may be yet another B30.2

domain of BTN3A1. The existence of homodimer forms of BTN3A1’s B30.2 domains has

been suggested previously in the work of Gu et al. [116]. From crystal structures of the

BTN3A1 full-length intracellular domain (BFI), which includes both the B30.2 domain as

well as a portion of the juxtamembrane region, two putative dimer forms have been identified

within the crystal lattice [116]. These two dimer forms are simply referred to as B30.2 Dimer

I and Dimer II, with Dimer I adopting an asymmetric dimer interface overlapping with the

pAg-binding pocket of one monomer (Figure 3.11A) and Dimer II utilizing the N-terminal

helices to form a symmetric interface (Figure 3.11B).
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Figure 3.11: The 1.9-Å structure of BTN3A1 BFI reveals two potential dimer interfaces. (A)
Overview of two dimer conformations observed in the crystal lattice of the BTN3A1 BFI domain. The
dimer observed in the asymmetric unit (Top) is referred to as Dimer I. The other dimer (Bottom) similar to
the previously published B30.2 structure is referred to as Dimer II. The pAg-binding pockets are indicated
by cHDMAPP model (VDW spheres). (B) Quantification of contact persistence throughout 500ns MD
simulations within the dimer interfaces of Dimer I and Dimer II. Contact percentage is defined as the
number of simulation frames in which two residues are separated by 5 Å or less divided by the total number
of frames in the simulation.
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Using MD simulations we set out to probe the stability of these dimer forms. With the

two BFI dimer interfaces as starting points for our simulations each system was equilibrated

and then run in duplicate at 293.15 K in replica 1 and 303.15 K in replica 2 until an

accumulated total trajectory time of 500 ns was reached (see Appendix for details).

In the case of both interfaces, multiple contacts persist throughout the entire 500 ns

trajectory, suggesting that both Dimer I and Dimer II are stable over this time frame. Visu-

alizations of the simulated trajectories and analysis highlighting persistent contacts indicate

that the hydrophobic interactions of the Dimer I interface and the inter-helix hydrogen bonds

and salt bridges of the Dimer II interface are both stable (Figure 3.11C). Importantly, both

of these simulations are run without pAg bound in the binding pockets of either monomer

within the dimeric interface. In the case of Dimer II, this lack of pAg in the simulations is

unlikely to alter the dynamics significantly, as the pAg-binding pockets of each monomer

are sufficiently far from the dimer interface. While the timescales tested in these simula-

tions are too short to probe global conformational effects, this interface appears to be stable

throughout the course of the simulation. Conversely, the interface of Dimer I overlaps with

the pAg-binding pocket of one of the B30.2 monomers. Notably, one of the identified regions

stabilized by pAg, residues 393-397, directly contact the opposing monomer in the dimeric

interface, further providing an avenue for a B30.2 dimer form stabilized by pAg.

3.3.3 Quantifying the Precise Contribution of pAg to Intracellular Dimeriz-

ation

To obtain the clustering suggested by our model in Figure 3.7, a driving force must

somehow act upon BTN3A1’s extracellular domains. Previous studies have suggested that

this may occur through interactions with the cytoskeleton [130, 131] but no evidence has

been provided demonstrating direct interactions between BTN3A1 and any cytoskeletal pro-

teins. Instead, given the stabilization pAg induces upon the binding pocket of the B30.2

domain, this extracellular clustering may occur via strengthened intracellular interactions.
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However, while crystal structures have previously suggested that BTN3A1’s B30.2 domains

may dimerize, other experimental approaches including NMR and ITC show no indication of

protein dimerization induced by the addition of pAg [116]. Again, we must utilize molecular

dynamics simulations to probe regimes inaccessible to current experimental approaches, spe-

cifically within the regime of weakly interacting proteins. Here, we utilize a more nuanced

approach than the typical “brute force” MD simulations, and instead use a technique called

the string method to calculate the binding free energy between B30.2 homodimers.

Briefly, the string method is a means of calculating the binding free energy for a molecu-

lar interaction using a more natural pathway of unbinding (Figure 3.12). In many modern

calculations of binding free energy, the two interacting molecules are pulled apart from one

another in one dimension, generally along some radius r, increasing the distance between

the two proteins in a straight line [135,136]. At some regular interval along r, new simulated

”windows” are generated (i.e. one simulation with proteins separated by r = 0 Å, by r = 1

Å… by r = 40 Å) until the two molecules are no longer interacting. A harmonic restraint

applied to each window maintains the proteins at each separation distance, with some free-

dom to oscillate about that harmonic center. Over the course of simulations at each window

position, a bias to one side of the harmonic well will become apparent, particularly for those

windows that are closer to the original bound structure. This process, referred to generally

as umbrella sampling, is a means of sampling across the entire unbinding pathway.

We can speed up the convergence of this sampling along the unbinding pathway using

a replica exchange scheme, in which harmonic restraints between neighboring windows are

swapped with some probability. In this way, we obtain multiple simulations traversing the

full binding/unbinding pathway, building up sufficient statistics for our final calculation.

This final calculation is frequently completed through the use of the potential of mean force

(PMF) formulation [135].
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BTN3A1 B30.2 Dimer Top View

BTN3A1 B30.2 Dimer Side View

Alpha Helix

Alpha Helix

Figure 3.12: Visualization of the most probable transition pathway generated by the string
method highlights the curvilinear unbinding path of the B30.2 domains. Each window along the
string is represented as a color gradient from red to blue. Red structure represents the crystal structure,
while the blue structure represents the final, unbound pose.
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The general form of the PMF, W (ξ) can be seen in equation 3.1:

W (ξ) = W (ξ∗)− kbT ln
(

< p(ξ) >

< p(ξ∗) >

)
(3.1)

Here kb is the Boltzmann constant, T is temperature, < p(ξ) > represents the distribu-

tion function over some reaction coordinate ξ, and ∗ denotes arbitrary reference parameters.

In the case of the simple one-dimensional umbrella sampling outlined above, this reaction

coordinate ξ is simply r. While the PMF W (ξ) is rarely calculated directly from molecular

simulations, practically we can calculate the PMF based upon the probability distribution

over each window along the sampled umbrella pathway (i.e. < p(ξ) >) [135,136]. The string

method is very slightly different from this more classical approach. In the string method

formulation, we do not pull in one straight dimension, but rather along a curvilinear path

allowing angles between the molecules to change. By doing this, we allow for a more natural

binding and unbinding pathway, allowing the molecules to relax in to the “most probable

transition pathway”.

Once this pathway of windows is defined, we then simulate umbrella windows and

calculate the binding free energy in a manner similar to the classical rectilinear approach. In

addition to calculated binding free energies, we can visually inspect the trajectories of these

simulations – the literal motions of the atoms in each B30.2 domain – and determine which

individual residues or atoms are contributing the most to the interaction. Specifically, these

simulations allow us to define at a resolution unattainable by experiment how pAg alters the

binding between these two domains.

Applying the string method to the crystallized, asymmetric homodimeric B30.2 complex

with and without pAg bound provides an estimate of the binding free energy change, or

∆∆G. Figure 3.13 shows the converged energy landscapes for the apo and pAg-bound

calculations of the binding free energy.
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Figure 3.13: The string method calculation of B30.2 domains with and without pAg show
that pAg increases the free energy of binding of the homodimeric interaction. (A) Free energy
landscape along the most probable transition pathway of the apo and holo (pAg bound) simulations. (B)
Solvent accessible surface area (SASA) of the pAg-binding pocket across the string. Identical x-axis as in
(A). (C) Visualization of key points across the unbinding pathway. Numbers correspond to the circles of
highlighting specific regions in (A) and (B).

Immediately, we see that the energy well of the pAg-bound system is deeper, suggesting

a stronger interaction between the B30.2 monomers. Quantifying the ∆G of each system,

accounting for the various restraints applied to each simulated system, we find that the apo

system has a binding affinity of 4.53 kcal/mol, while the pAg-bound system has a bind-

ing affinity of 5.93 kcal/mol. ∆Gapo agrees well with experimental measurements of the

apo binding affinity, on the order of 1mM (4 kcal/mol), using analytical ultracentrifuga-

tion [133]. ∆Gholo converted into molar affinity suggests a binding affinity on the order of

90µM, quite low by most standards of protein-protein interactions, but likely sufficient to
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alter the dynamics of diffusive motion within the constrained two-dimensional context of

transmembrane butyrophilin proteins.

Figure 3.13B highlights the change in the solvent accessible surface area (SASA) of the

pAg binding pocket of each simulation through time. When comparing the peak of the

energetic landscape to the running average of the SASA measurement, we see that the peaks

of both traces are roughly incident at the same separation across the unbinding pathway.

Figure 3.13C further breaks down this energetic landscape, providing clues into the precise

role pAg plays in strengthening this interaction. We can see from the three representative

structures that the lowest energy state corresponds to the fully bound structure, the proteins

are completely dissociated at the furthest distance, while the proteins are still making strong

contacts at the peak of the energetic landscape. As is evident from the rendered structure of

this second highlighted state, which occurs at the onset of maximal binding pocket exposure

and at the peak of pAg-bound free energy profile, the bound pAg is fully exposed to solvent.

This, coupled with the similar energetic landscapes for the pAg-bound and apo-simulations

from 50-65 Å separation suggest that the B30.2 domains may interact transiently in the apo-

state, forming weakly interacting dimer interfaces. Upon introduction of activating levels

of pAg in the cytosol, these transient dimers may become kinetically trapped within this

dimeric state by introduction of pAg in the exposed binding pocket.

3.4 Discussion

Over the latter half of this past decade, the butyrophilin field and broader Vγ9Vδ2

T cell field have yielded few novel models for the role of BTN3A1 in the activation of T

cells. Many new studies either avoid contextualizing their results explicitly into a complete

activation model or attempt to tie these results into the incredibly influential work from

the Adams lab [56, 57]. While this model proposed by Palakodeti et al. was consistent

with the data within their study, there has been little effort expended outside of the Adams

lab towards attempts to validate or contradict this model. Without a strong model for
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activation, the field is feeling around in the dark, attempting to solve the puzzling case of

butyrophilin-mediated T cell activation without strong guiding principles. In this work, we

set out to first test the likelihood that the “inside-out” signaling initiated by pAg binding

to the intracellular B30.2 domain initiates extracellular conformational change which is then

recognized by Vγ9Vδ2 T cell receptors. Subsequently, we address gaps that remain in the

model and propose a new form of the model that is more consistent with results obtained

by other experimental researchers.

In an attempt to test the conformational change model, we first sought to experiment-

ally determine the existence of the head-to-tail conformation of the extracellular domains

of BTN3A1 outside of the constrained context of a crystal lattice. Using atomic force mi-

croscopy, a technique with nanometer-scale precision capable of probing the conformations

of single molecules, we assayed full-length BTN3A1 solubilized in lipid vesicles or detergent

micelles. These data are able to distinguish molecules that appear consistent with the phys-

ical properties of the v-shaped conformation, which has been previously observed using other

experimental techniques and is likely the primary conformation adopted in solution [57,116].

While no evidence of the head-to-tail conformation has been observed, we cannot fully rule

out its existence using these AFM results. The data using deposited lipid vesicles suffer

from a low number of observed protein recognition events, likely due to a poor yield of re-

constituted BTN3A1 molecules within the vesicle. While the solubilization of BTN3A1 in

detergent overcomes this issue, this requires probing BTN3A1 within the less precise XY-

axis of the AFM scan, adding significant uncertainty in our ability to confidently identify a

conformation as v-shaped or head-to-tail.

To date, experimental approaches have proven incapable of resolving the head-to-tail

conformation. Such a search-based approach makes ruling out the existence of this conform-

ational state difficult, as the inability to find the state can be blamed on poor resolution

or experimental conditions. Taking a different approach, we chose to interrogate the fun-

damental properties of each of the v-shaped and head-to-tail conformations of the BTN3A1
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extracellular homodimer. Using molecular dynamics simulations, we are able to ascertain

the relative stability of each conformation and contextualize these stabilities with the cur-

rent models for BTN3A1-mediated T cell activation. Initial all-atom molecular dynamics

simulations show that both conformations are stable on the hundreds of nanoseconds-scale,

but that the v-shaped interface is exceptionally rigid when compared to the head-to-tail

conformation. Further results from coarse-grained Upside simulations expand upon all-atom

data, demonstrating that the head-to-tail conformation dissociates much sooner than the

v-shaped conformation. Surprisingly, these Upside results suggest that the v-shaped dimeric

interface persists even as the rest of the protein begins to melt.

The most current iteration of the extracellular conformational change activation model

suggests that the head-to-tail and v-shaped conformations exist at some thermodynamic

equilibrium with a shift in this equilibrium towards the v-shaped conformation induced by

intracellular pAg binding. This increase in the population of v-shaped BTN3A1 homodimers

then somehow confers an activating signal to Vγ9Vδ2 T cells. However, the lack of any ex-

perimental evidence for the existence of the head-to-tail conformation, in conjunction with

these computational results, calls this model into question. If the v-shaped conformation

is significantly more stable than the head-to-tail conformation, and the v-shape is indeed

the “activating” conformation, this would represent a potentially leaky activation pathway.

By chance alone, you would expect to occasionally find a majority population of v-shaped

homodimers on the surface of cells, leading to activation of T cells when they should remain

in a quiescent state. One would expect that the less stable state should require some trigger,

forcing the protein to adopt this state, but it is highly unlikely that the head-to-tail con-

formation is able to activate T cells. Structural studies using the 20.1 mAb indicate that the

binding of this activating antibody is sterically prevented from binding to the head-to-tail

conformation [57]. These inconsistencies suggest a significantly different mechanism may be

responsible for T cell activation.

We propose this new model should take the form of a clustering-based model driven
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by changes of the intracellular dynamics induced by phosphoantigen binding. Biochemical

and biophysical measurements have shown that the intracellular B30.2 domain of BTN3A1

undergoes significant changes upon the binding of negatively charged pAg to a positively

charged binding pocket [56,116,133,137,138]. Our results outlined above provide an atomistic

explanation for these experimental observations, specifically the NMR results of Gu et al.

[116]. These simulations find that pAg contracts and rigidifies the B30.2 binding pocket,

while the apo state is flexible and open. Immediately, this contraction and stabilization

of an interface lends itself to the possibility of a more attractive binding partner for some

activating ligand.

Our hypothesis is that this stabilized binding interface induces homodimerization of

BTN3A1’s intracellular B30.2 domains. An asymmetric homodimeric interface has been

previously suggested as a key activating feature in the literature [116, 133]. In this work,

we show that this asymmetric dimer does likely to exist, and that the binding free energy

of this interaction is increased upon the binding of pAg within the dimeric interface. Using

free energy calculations, we find good agreement between our computational results and

experimental data, and further find that pAg increases the molar affinity between the B30.2

domains by two orders of magnitude. This higher affinity, on the order of 90uM, is weak

enough to be consistent with the inability to observe the dimers experimentally, but strong

enough to potentially alter the dynamics of BTN3A1 diffusing across the cell membrane.

These results, while significant, do raise further questions about the activation mech-

anism. Starting first with the question of binding interface stabilization, our molecular

dynamics simulations suggest that the diphosphate moiety of pAg is primarily responsible

for stabilizing the binding interface. Yet clearly, given the differential activating potential

of HDMAPP, cHDMAPP, and IPP, the chemical composition of the pAg matters greatly

for activation. Indeed, Salim et al. find that adenosine diphosphate (ADP), malonate, and

citrate all bind to the B30.2 domain but fail to activate T cells [115]. Knowing that the

asymmetric interface may be a crucial driver of T cell activation, it seems likely that the
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significant bulk of the adenosine group of ADP interferes with this dimeric interface, as has

been seen with synthetic bulky diphosphates [133].

Citrate and malonate, on the other hand, essentially mimic a diphosphate yet lack the

acyl tail found in other phosphoantigens. While the crystal structures of these molecules

bound to the B30.2 domain suggest they bind in a similar manner, NMR results show a

decreased magnitude in the chemical shifts of residues K423 and R442 [115]. Perhaps the

symmetry of the phosphate group is required to significantly contract the pocket, or poten-

tially the tail group is necessary for the full contraction. As was seen in MD simulations, the

aforementioned K423 is periodically contacted by the hydroxyl of cHDMAPP and HDMAPP,

partially explaining why these molecules may activate while citrate and malonate do not.

However, this explanation fails to describe the ability of IPP to activate T cells, given IPP’s

lack of a terminal hydroxyl. While the acyl chain does contact hydrophobic residues on the

adjacent B30.2 domain during dimeric simulations, no single contact is long lived throughout

the trajectory. Further experimental evidence is required to understand this question.

Similarly, further experiments are needed to test the hypothesized consequences of this

new mechanism of activation. Our computational results suggest that upon addition of

pAg, B30.2 domains should form more stable dimer interfaces, likely restricting diffusion and

potentially inducing clustering on the cell surface. This clustering hypothesis has been tested

recently, and no evidence for clustering was found [139] . However, a strong positive control

was not included in this work, and the experiment was carried out in fixed cells, suggesting

some form of immobilization upon pAg binding may be possible. While this clustering

and immobilization has not yet been convincingly ruled out, localization of BTN3A1 to

the immune synapse has been repeatedly observed [55, 56, 116, 139]. Is BTN3A1 trafficked

to the synapse, or does the synapse form over immobilized, clustered proteins? Live cell

microscopy, while challenging, is likely the most promising approach to carefully dissect this

nuanced problem of dynamics.
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As of this writing, we are confident that BTN3A1 is necessary but not sufficient for

activation of T cells [140]. Indeed, BTN3A1 is the key sensor of pAg and in some way

the extracellular domains are instrumental in conferring this activating signal to the T cell

[55–57,114,116,141]. For the majority of my thesis research, the missing “factor X” required

for T cell activation remained a mystery. This past year, breakthrough work by Rigau

et al. solved this decade-old conundrum, identifying BTN2A1 as the second target-cell

molecule required for activation [132]. The pairing of BTN3A1 and BTN2A1 appear to be

necessary and sufficient for T cell activation [132,142], although this label of sufficiency has

yet to be rigorously confirmed. While critical, this discovery intersects minimally with the

results outlined above. Regardless of the ability of BTN2A1 to contact T cells directly [132],

BTN3A1 is firmly entrenched as the pAg-sensing molecule. Working towards uncovering the

downstream consequences of this pAg binding, as we have done here, represents a substantial

step towards the full characterization of the pAg-butyrophilin-Vγ9Vδ2 T cell activation axis.
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CHAPTER 4

COMPUTATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS IN BIOPHYSICS AND

MOLECULAR IMMUNOLOGY

4.1 Introduction: The Role of Physics and Computation in Im-

munological Research

The previous chapters of this thesis focus primarily on the scientific insights provided

by interdisciplinary computational and experimental approaches. These interdisciplinary

approaches are becoming increasingly prevalent in the biological sciences across all fields.

In fields such as neurobiology, population genetics, and molecular biology, there exists a

strong connection to the quantitative sciences such as physics, mathematics, and chemistry.

In these fields, significant efforts are expended yearly towards the design, development,

and implementation of novel computational approaches, theoretical frameworks, and experi-

mental techniques. Entire theses are spent perfecting pipelines, developing testable theories,

and publishing code in proper repositories for widespread use and more open science. Yet

despite what is recognized as an increasing need in immunology for this quantitative cross-

disciplinary approach [143], the field remains largely reticent to fully embrace advances from

researchers external to the field, save for the strong niche staked out by structural biologists

and molecular biophysicists. However, some concepts from fields such as computer science,

physics, and machine learning are beginning to find everyday use in the lives of experimental

immunologists.

At some level, immunologists are increasingly beginning to recognize the complex, high-

dimensional datasets acquired via flow or mass cytometry should be utilized to their fullest

extent. Rather than discarding data through filtering strategies called “gating”, immun-

ologists are borrowing tools from physics and computer science to analyze these complex

datasets using dimensionality reduction techniques such as t-distributed stochastic neighbor
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embedding (tSNE) and uniform manifold approximation and projection (UMAP). In turn,

this increased adoption of quantitative approaches by immunologists can create a welcoming

environment enticing physicists to the field. Biophysicists are increasingly finding that im-

munology represents a rich, complex system that, historically, is infrequently interrogated

by non-immunologists. Ideas passed between these two fields have resulted in significant

contributions to our understanding of immunology as a whole.

Specifically, both supervised and unsupervised machine learning are being proposed

as a means of standardizing cytometric analysis of cellular samples [144]. These cytometric

datasets comprise intensities in as many as 40 dimensions per cell [145], where each dimension

is a proxy for the expression level of some cellular marker. Quantitative approaches to

the analysis of these datasets have led to breakthrough results in the study of nuanced

classes of myeloid cells [146], the creation of a reference map for immune cells in multiple

organs [147], and the implementation of a classification strategy for diagnosing hematopoietic

diseases [148]. These high-profile applications of quantitative cytometric analysis can then

lead to further improvements upon previous approaches [149–151].

Likewise, physicists have been able to contribute novel hypotheses for how the com-

plex components of the immune system interact in an attempt to discriminate “self” from

“non-self”. Physical treatments of biological systems have provided insights into potential

strategies for eliciting broadly neutralizing antibodies [152–154], an understanding of the

complex biochemistry and physics occurring at the immune synapse [155, 156], and quan-

tifications and estimations of immunoglobulin diversity resulting from V(D)J recombina-

tion [83, 157–159]. This dual approach to studying the immune system is necessary for

understanding the highly complex network of signaling molecules, receptors, cell types, and

coordinated reactions involved in immune responses.

Despite this germination of productive ideas between these disciplines, there is little

evidence of extended collaborative work between individual physicists and immunologists.
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Notable exceptions to this pattern can be found in the literature [160–162], but there exist

few examples of a prolonged dialogue between the disciplines. Some of this lack of truly

collaborative endeavors may simply be attributed to the recency of physicists starting to

work on immunology. A testament to the potential impact of highly collaborative research

between physicists and biologists can be found in neurobiology, where the joint work between

two physicists, Aaron Lloyd Hodgkin and Andrew Huxley, with a neuroscientist, John Ec-

cles, led to the 1963 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine for the study of neuronal signal

transmission [163, 164]. Physics and neuroscience research continue to be thoroughly inter-

twined; hopefully physicists and immunologists can one day find a similar common ground

as research progresses.

In my own thesis research and moving forward in my scientific career, I intend to

further this interconnectivity between immunology and physics through fundamental physical

approaches and more modern computational methods. In this chapter, I will outline my

work in developing physics-based approaches for the study of immunological systems of

interest. These include the development of entirely new bioinformatic analysis pipelines and

the standardization and automation of existing approaches to lower the barrier to entry

for those starting out in the field. First, I will outline my work developing AIMS – An

Automated Immune Molecule Separator, and the accompanying graphical user interface that

holds promise as a novel analytical tool for the characterization of large immune repertoires.

Then, my work adapting the well-known string method approach to calculating binding free

energies into a more streamlined protocol will be outlined, with identifications of fundamental

problems in the underlying computing architecture noted throughout. Lastly, my discussion

will touch on the potential next steps in the continued adoption of physical approaches to

the study of immunology.
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4.2 AIMS – An Automated Immune Molecule Separator

This relatively recent increased interest in quantitative approaches in immunology can

be explained in part by the decreased costs associated with sequencing technologies [165].

As a result, there has been an explosion of T and B cell receptor sequences published in a

wide range of studies in humans and mice [166–169]. Despite the generation of these massive

datasets, there is a distinct lack of commonly used analytical tools for the analysis of this

data. Many studies resort to basic analyses, including simple observations of the average

length of CDR loops, averages across entire structures of certain biophysical properties, and

quantifications of the genes used by the sequences in the dataset. While these surface level

analyses are frequently sufficient, they ignore a wealth of data that could provide deeper,

exciting insights into the underlying biology at hand.

This lack of nuanced analysis in recently published research is not due to a dearth of

available approaches. A large number of computational packages are currently available for

the analysis of antibody and T cell receptor sequences. Some highlights include IgBLAST

[84], IgOR [159], TCRdist [83], and IMGT’s V-Quest [170], each of which provide their own

unique contribution to the study of immune repertoires. Despite these fantastic resources,

there is no one approach that has risen to prominence within the repertoire analysis literature.

This lack of widespread adoption is potentially due to two distinct causes; a reliance on the

user’s ability to program, and the lack of diversity in analytical approaches offered by current

software. This first issue is nearly insurmountable in the biological sciences, as any attempt

to make a graphical user interface (GUI) takes control away from the researcher, while

scripts written in programming languages require some expertise to utilize. However, more

can certainly be done to diversify the approaches to data analysis taken by the available

software packages.

In an attempt to address these hindrances to the widespread adoption of analytical

techniques for immune repertoire analysis, I set out to generate a new analysis pipeline that
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is both easy to use and orthogonal to existing software. In order to improve the usability,

yet retain full control, of the software I adopted a hybrid approach to software distribution,

packaging it both as a GUI and as a Python notebook. Those with little programming

experience are able to take advantage of the GUI, yet still have some creative control using

a feature allowing for the output of raw data. Additionally, all of the source code is provided

for more adept programmers, giving them the freedom to choose which pieces they prefer to

adopt into their own analysis pipelines. The first application of the software, and indeed why

the software was created in the first place, is outlined in Chapter 2 [171]. In the following

sections, I will discuss some of the unique approaches adopted for this novel analysis pipeline

in further detail and outline a second simple, yet successful application of this approach.

4.2.1 Construction of a Bioinformatic Platform for Repertoire Analysis

The vast majority of computational tools for repertoire analysis generated to date focus

primarily on the genetic characterization of antibody and T cell receptor sequences, tracing

back the genetic shuffling and mutations that occur during V(D)J recombination and somatic

hypermutation. While these analyses are helpful to uncover any initial biases of specific genes

towards the recognition of certain pathogenic epitopes, like the VH1-69 gene responsible

for encoding the heavy chain of many influenza- and HIV-reactive antibodies [71, 72], they

provide little insight into the mechanism of recognition. In this work, we focus primarily on

the biophysical properties of the complementarity determining region (CDR) loops of the

receptors of interest. Critically, we look at these biophysical properties not just as an average

across CDR loops but instead using a position-sensitive approach. This position sensitivity,

as can be seen in Figure 2.2, allows for a flexible analytical approach capable of a multitude

of distinct characterizations of the data. The majority of these characterizations, outlined

in Chapter 2, are relatively simple transformations of the data. More complex analyses, and

the additional application of this software to non Ig-like molecules are outlined below.
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4.2.2 Linear Discriminant Analysis as a Tool for Repertoire Analysis

In addition to the inherent advantages of retaining the position-sensitive information of

the antibody sequences, the resulting matrix generated provides a high dimensional space

that lends itself well to a machine-learning based approach. The primary machine learning

algorithm we use in this work is linear discriminant analysis (LDA). LDA works in a manner

conceptually similar to principal component analysis (PCA), reducing the dimensionality of

a given dataset via a linear combination of the original dimensions. However, LDA takes

one additional input, the label or class of each sequence. Whereas the objective of PCA is

to identify the axes which maximize the variance in the dataset, LDA has the dual objective

of maximizing the projected distance between two classes while minimizing the variance

within a given class. While LDA is well adapted for classifying two distinct populations,

it is susceptible to overfitting, unlike PCA [172]. Generally, we can sort binary classes by

labeling each class in the matrix with either a “1” for the first class, or “0” for the second

class. In our application of LDA we parse down the large number of input vectors first by

removing highly correlated data, and then by using either PCA or an algorithm which selects

the vectors with the largest average differences between the two populations. This reduction

in dimensionality ensures the data are not being overfit, and the tunable number of input

vectors allows us to control for overfitting in each individual application.

LDA analysis is versatile in its applications, and in this software package we utilize the

method in two distinct modes. Visualizing the basic workflow in Figure 4.1, we see that the

conceptualization is not overly complex. In the first mode, all of the available data is used

as input with the output vector representing the features that best distinguish between the

two complete populations. Plots of the data projected onto this vector (as in Figure 2.4A)

represent the maximum achievable separation between the two populations for a defined

number of input components from the given biophysical property matrix. In this mode, we

are most interested in the weights α of Figure 4.1A, and which biophysical properties these

weights are affiliated with. By doing so, we can identify the features which best delineate the
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two classes, with larger weights corresponding to features that are most important for this

delineation. In the second mode, we utilize LDA as a more canonical classification algorithm

separating the data randomly into training and test groups. In this classification mode of

operation, a combination of correlation analysis coupled with maximal average differences is

used to parse input features, and a support vector machine (SVM) is used to generate the

final classifier from these features. Here, we apply only the training pipeline of Figure 4.1A

to the predetermined training group. Then, one by one, we apply the filters that best split

this training data to test data that has not been used in any way to influence the classifier

and identify whether the antibody should be polyreactive or non-polyreactive as in Figure

4.1B. Accuracy of the resultant classifier is then assessed via k-fold or leave one out cross

validation.

The use of LDA in this analysis pipeline is motivated primarily by the requirement for

increased transparency in the classifications of antibodies and T cell receptors of interest.

While approaches like neural networks and multi-layered classification algorithms can lead

to improved classification accuracies, they lack interpretability. In the biological sciences

and particularly in immunology, we care not just for the proper classification for these

sequences but also the biochemical, biophysical, and genetic patterns being selected upon

by the classifier. What good is the proper classification of antibodies as flu-binders if we

cannot use that classification to better design new and improved anti-flu antibodies? While

machine learning is a powerful approach that is becoming more widely adopted by researchers

in immunology, care must be taken that these techniques are not being misused, and that

interpretations of these models are addressed with the appropriate caveats. Transparency in

these models goes a long way towards achieving this goal, and linear discriminant analysis

provides one of the most transparent machine learning approaches available.
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Figure 4.1: Visual schematic of the application of linear discriminant analysis (LDA) used in
this study. (A) Representation of the training pipeline. (B) Representation of the application pipeline for
future analysis.
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4.2.3 Using Information Theory to Characterize Diversity and Crosstalk

While machine learning models are rising to prominence in immunology, there are other

concepts from physics, mathematics, and computer science that can be readily applied to

outstanding problems in the field. Information theory, a theory classically applied to commu-

nication across noisy channels, is incredibly versatile in its applications, with high potential

for further applications in immunology [157,161,173–176]. In this bioinformatic pipeline, we

utilize two powerful concepts from information theory, namely Shannon entropy and mutual

information. Shannon entropy, in its simplest form, can be used as a proxy for the diversity

in a given input population. This entropy, denoted as H, has the general form:

H(X) = −
∑
X

p(x) log2 p(x) (4.1)

Where p(x) is the occurrence probability of a given event, and X is the set of all events.

We can then calculate this entropy at every position along the CDR loops, where X is the

set of all amino acids, and p(x) is the probability of seeing a specific amino acid at the given

position. In other words, we want to determine, for a given site in a CDR loop, how much

diversity (or entropy) is present.

Importantly, from this entropy we can calculate an equally interesting property of the

dataset, namely the mutual information. Mutual information is similar, but not identical

to, correlation. Whereas correlations are required to be linear, if two amino acids vary in

any linked way, this will be reflected as an increase in mutual information. In addition, due

to some of the highly conserved residues in the non-CDR3H loops, high covariance can be

achieved for residues that have not been specifically selected for in the germinal center. Using

this information theory framework, these conserved residues have a mutual information of

0. Overall, the mutual information can be used to identify patterns in antibody sequences

that were not readily evident through the previous analysis in this or other studies. If there

is some coevolution or crosstalk between residues undergoing some selection pressure in the
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antibody maturation process, it will be reflected as an increase in the mutual information.

In this work, mutual information I(X;Y ) is calculated by subtracting the Shannon entropy

described above from the conditional Shannon entropy H(X|Y ) at each given position as

seen in equations 2 and 3:

H(X|Y ) = −
∑
y∈Y

p(y)
∑
x∈X

p(x|y) log2 p(x|y) (4.2)

I(X;Y ) = H(X)−H(X|Y ) (4.3)

Broadly, these quantifications of information provide a strong theoretical foundation

for the analysis of biophysical interactions. T cell receptors, antibodies, and peptide-major

histocompatibility complexes (pMHCs) represent an ideal testing ground for this information

theoretic approach, as their binding interfaces are almost perfectly conserved structurally,

while the actual amino acid composition within this interface is highly variable. Future

studies should aim to not just use information theory to describe specific systems, but

instead to make predictions of the relative strength of interactions.

In his seminal work published in the 1940’s, Claude Shannon used information theory to

analyze the English language [173]. By examining the statistical nature of written English,

i.e. the conditional probabilities of certain letter and word structures, Shannon was effect-

ively able to simulate human speech and generate sentences that closely resemble natural

language (Figure 4.2A). There is potential for the use of this same formalism in the study

of TCR-pMHC interactions (Figure 4.2B). Rather than the 26 letters we use in the Eng-

lish alphabet, we can consider a replacement “alphabet” of the 20 amino acids. Similarly,

the “words” in this formalism are formed by the closely interacting amino acid pairs of the

cognate TCR and pMHC molecules. Each “sentence”, i.e. amino acid sequence pair, then

elicits either a weak, medium, or strong response. While this approach can apply to all
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amino acids in this interaction interface, we can simplify our search space and focus solely

on agonist, partial agonist, and antagonist peptides in a given TCR-MHC interaction. From

this dictionary, we can generate predictions of the responses to de novo peptide sequences for

a given TCR-MHC pair. The AIMS analysis pipeline provides not only an ability to analyze

repertoires using information theory, but also a module to carefully characterize the amino

acid frequencies of said repertoires in a position-sensitive manner. As such, AIMS may prove

a useful tool in this more ambitious vision for the characterization of immune interactions.

XFOML RXKHRJFFJUJ ZLPWCFWKCYJ FFJEYVKCQSGHYD 
QPAAMKBZAACIBZLHJQD

OCRO HLI RGWR NMIELWIS EU LL NBNESEBYA TH EEI
ALHENHTTPA OOBTTVA NAH BRL

ON IE ANTSOUTINYS ARE T INCTORE ST BE S DEAMY 
ACHIN D ILONASIVE TUCOOWE AT TEASONARE FUSO 

TIZIN ANDY TOBE SEACE CTISBE

THE HEAD AND IN FRONTAL ATTACK ON AN ENGLISH WRITER
THAT THE CHARACTER OF THIS POINT IS THEREFORE ANOTHER
METHOD FOR THE LETTERS THAT THE TIME OF WHO EVER TOLD

THE PROBLEM FOR AN UNEXPECTED

0th Order Approximation - Random Symbols

1st Order Approximation - English Text Frequency

2nd Order Approximation - English Diagram Structure

Communication Approximation - Word & Transition Probabilities

TCR-CDR3α: RAMFTCCPQDHY
Peptide:    GACMTYHWF

0th Order Approximation - Random Amino Acids

1st Order Approximation - TCR & MHC AA Frequency

2nd Order Approximation - TCR & MHC Diagram Structure

Interaction Approximation - TCR-pMHC AA Pair Probabilities

A Statistical Generator of English Language A Statistical Generator of TCR-pMHC Interactions

TCR-CDR3α: GSTDYESGRKQFY
Peptide:       HIYFSLTKPGG

TCR-CDR3α: ARYYKGGSRDFC
Peptide:    IAYLFFPLK

TCR-CDR3α: ARYYGDSSRDFC
Peptide:    IAEHFRTQK

A B

Figure 4.2: Information theory can be used to study immune receptors in a manner similar
to the analysis of natural language. (A) Outline of the statistical generation of language as in Claude
Shannon’s A Mathematical Theory of Communication. (B) Analogous representation of a potential similar
treatment of T cell receptors (TCR) and peptide-major histocompatibility complexes (pMHC).

4.2.4 An Application to the Identification of MHC-Like Molecules

Given the ability of this analysis pipeline to find nuanced differences between polyreact-

ive and non-polyreactive antibodies, we next sought to expand the range of applications of

our approach. Extension of the pipeline to the analysis of TCR sequences is trivial, due to

the similar arrangement of CDR loops on the binding surface and the capability of IgBLAST
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to annotate TCR sequences [84]. Instead, we sought to significantly expand the scope of this

software by applying a similar approach to the analysis of MHC and MHC-like molecules.

MHC molecules are encoded by a large superfamily of genes that are spread throughout the

genome [177,178]. MHC and MHC-like genes are found across a wide range of divergent spe-

cies, and these genes have diversified extensively over time, making the distinction between

orthologs and instances of convergent evolution difficult. In some cases, the divergence is

extreme enough that phylogenetics cannot provide predictions of function. Given that these

MHC molecules have evolved to present different antigenic subtypes, such as lipid molecules

in the case of CD1 proteins [179–181], we explored the use of our pipeline as a classifier based

on biophysical properties rather than phylogeny.

As a test case, we use two example training classes; a representative list of human MHC

Class I molecules, and the output from a BLAST query on CD1d [182]. We can then assess

our ability to separate these two training classes, while also introducing a test class derived

from the data of Almeida et al. [183]. Upon closer comparison between the structures of

the classical MHC Class I molecule HLA-A and the non-classical MHC-like CD1d, we see

that the two molecules look quite similar to the untrained eye (Figure 4.3A). While the

CD1d structure clearly has a prominent α-helical kink, the other regions of each protein

align nearly perfectly. However, a slice through each antigen binding pocket colored by

amino acid biophysical property shows massive differences between the two molecules. We

immediately see that the binding pocket of HLA-A (Figure 4.3B) is far more hydrophilic than

the binding pocket of CD1d (Figure 4.3C), consistent with their roles as peptide and lipid

binders, respectively. These two distinct classes that are strongly defined by the biophysical

properties of their binding pockets represent an ideal test case for the new functionality of

the AIMS software.
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Figure 4.3: A structural comparison of HLA-A and CD1d shows differences are primarily
restricted to the biophysical properties of the amino acids in the antigen binding pocket. (A)
Cartoon representation of HLA-A and CD1d (PDB IDs: 2XPG [184], 1ZT4 [185]). (B) Surface representation
of HLA-A (B) and CD1d (C) with amino acids colored by biophysical property (see key).

In achieving this new functionality, the critical step lies in the transformation of the

MHC sequences into a numeric form as in Figure 2.2A. To accomplish this, we split the

sequences by their most prominent structural features. For MHC and MHC-like molecules,

these features are the two β-strands and α-helices of the so-called platform domain. Each

sequence within a given class is globally aligned, and one representative sequence from each

class is sent through the Phyre2 structural prediction server [186]. We then use these struc-

tural predictions to identify the start and end points of each major structural feature in the

alignment space. These start and end points then define the boundaries that are numerically
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encoded into our position-sensitive matrix, as seen in Figure 4.4A.

Once the data are in this form, all downstream analysis outlined previously can be

applied in a similar manner. In this example case, we find that average biophysical properties

across these sequences reveal expected differences in hydropathy, with the lipid binding CD1

molecules displaying increased hydrophobicity when compared to the peptide binding MHC

class I molecules (Figure 4.4B). Interestingly, unlike in the case of the antibody analysis,

a simple PCA can effectively discriminate between the two training classes in this example

case. Figure 4.4C shows the projection of the biophysical property data of each class onto

the first two principal components.
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Figure 4.4: The analysis pipeline is flexible and sufficiently identifies differences between
MHC Class I and CD1-like molecules and has the potential to be used as a classifier moving
forward. (A) Similar to antibody sequences, the MHC and CD1 sequences can be encoded into a matrix.
Here, we focus on human Class I MHC molecules and CD1 molecules from various organisms and use these
sequences as training data to classify sequences collected in Almeida et al., 2020. (B) Comparisons of simple
biophysical properties across these molecular species highlight differences between classes. (C) Projection
of the biophysical properties of each class on to the first two principal components can be used to classify
MHC- and CD1-like molecules. Molecules present in Almeida et al., 2020 but absent from the training data
are labeled.
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Here, we see that the peptide binding molecules (HLA-E, HLA-A2, H2-D) and the

lipid binding molecules (Human CD1b, Chicken CD1) of the test dataset cluster with the

respective peptide and lipid binding training data. The majority of the data of Almeida et

al., comprised of non-classical MHC class I molecules from cartilaginous fish, clusters as its

own distinct group, likely due to evolutionary distance between these molecules and those

derived from mammalian and avian immune systems.

The software generated for this study is publicly available as a Python application (see

Appendix). The unique aspect of this software is its hybrid approach to position-sensitive

amino acid sequence analysis. Structural information is implicitly encoded by the alignment

strategy employed, yet these assumptions are weaker than those imposed by explicit struc-

tural prediction. Downstream analysis from this positional encoder is streamlined and can be

generalized to analyze any binary or higher order classification problems. This streamlined

analysis allows for the generation of each figure in this study to be applied to thousands

of sequences in a matter of minutes. The classification capabilities of the software could

prove particularly useful when comparing binary classes, such as T cell receptors or anti-

body sequences derived from healthy and diseased tissue samples. Acceptable inputs are not

restricted to CDR loops of immunoglobulins, and we have shown that the software can be

adapted for the analysis of MHC-like molecules. Moving forward, this MHC analysis has the

potential to classify the antigen binding properties of highly-divergent MHC sequences from

a broad range of species, providing insights where phylogenetic approaches prove difficult.

This software represents a strong addition to the existing toolkit for repertoire analysis of

diverse molecular species.

4.3 A Refined Pipeline for Free Energy Calculations

While the development of entirely new analysis pipelines is import and gratifying work,

in some ways the careful documentation and refinement of existing analytical tools can

prove even more beneficial to science. For example, although the calculations necessary to
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acquire the free energy of binding discussed in Chapter 3 provide succinct data that are

readily interpretable, the practical implementation of these calculations are actually quite

involved. Unlike the more frequently used “brute-force” simulations that are accessible to

novice users, the best practices for free energy calculations are still in development. In

this section, I will first provide a brief history on the development of these calculations,

followed by a broad overview of the approach used to calculate the free energy of binding

for protein-protein interactions. I will subsequently outline the practical workflow developed

for these calculations, both as a record of my own contributions to the field, and as a

guide to future potential users of this approach. This written section and the code provide

on github.com/ctboughter/string_method_automate should allow for a more user-friendly

implementation of free energy calculations moving forward.

4.3.1 An Introduction to Free Energy Calculations

Given the significant advances in computation outlined in Chapter 1, the scope and

efficiency of free energy calculations are continually expanding and improving. Sampled free

energy landscapes have been extended from the simple characterization of the rotomeric

states adopted by dialanine dipeptide [135] to the elucidation of entire protein folding path-

ways and binding interactions [44,187–191]. These improved capabilities are paving the way

for applications unheard of a mere decade ago. Technological and methodological advance-

ments in the field are such that current research is focused on the de novo design of drugs

using computational approaches, with real hope these computationally designed therapies

reach the clinic in the near future [192, 193].

Despite these modern advances, the fundamentals in the field are derived from develop-

ments in statistical physics dating back nearly 90 years. A majority of the modern approaches

for calculating protein-protein binding free energies are rooted in the concept of the potential

of mean force (PMF), first formulated by Kirkwood in 1935. In this work, Kirkwood gen-

erates a practical statistical approach for predicting the behavior of non-ideal fluids, with
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a specific application towards the behavior of complex liquid solutions [194]. Ultimately,

this formalism has been adopted for the calculation of binding free energies using molecular

dynamics simulations through either a direct translation of this PMF-based approach [135]

or through a slightly more nuanced procedure as is found in adaptive biasing force (ABF)

methods [195].

The primary method for calculating the binding free energy in this work is based on

the methods outlined by Woo and Roux, using a potential of mean force-based approach to

obtain an absolute binding free energy between a protein and ligand [136]. Woo and Roux

utilize an umbrella-sampling scheme to effectively pull a ligand out from the protein binding

pocket. Using this formalism, the unbinding pathway is directly sampled throughout the

course of the simulation, using the umbrella “windows” to direct the sampling and speed

up the convergence of the calculation. This approach has a distinct advantage over so-

called alchemical perturbative approaches whereby the ligand is gradually decoupled from

the simulated system. While both approaches are theoretically rigorous and appear to have

similar accuracies, the alchemical calculation of binding free energies is limited to small

ligands that are not too strongly charged [196]. Importantly, this means that the PMF

formulation can be used to calculate the binding free energies of protein-protein interactions.

Practically, little has changed in the protocol for using the PMF-based sampling ap-

proach in the 15-plus years since Woo and Roux published their methodology. The protein

and the ligand, which can take the form of a small molecule or second protein, start out in

their bound pose, often as determined by a crystal structure. Simple RMSD and center of

mass restraints are placed on each molecule across the unbinding pathway of overlapping

umbrella windows to conserve the bound protein conformations. However, these simple re-

straints are insufficient for calculating the binding free energy given current computational

constraints. If the molecules are allowed to diffuse freely relative to each other, the energetic

landscape along the unbinding pathway becomes significantly more complex, reducing the

likelihood of convergence. To circumvent this problem, we constrain the two proteins relative
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to each other. Woo and Roux generated these relative orientational constraints by selecting

three positions within each molecule and calculating both the Euler and Polar angles using

this internal coordinate system (Figure 4.5). Once the unbinding pathway is generated, each

umbrella is simulated and unbiased using methods such as WHAM or MBAR [197, 198],

until convergence is reached. Afterwards, any additional biases applied through various

restraining potentials are accounted for in the final free energy calculation.

Figure 4.5: A schematic depiction of the use of internal reference points for the calculation of
Euler angles and polar angles necessary for the string method. Highlighted structure is the B30.2
homodimeric interaction discussed in chapter 3 (PDB: 5HM7).

While the above outlined approach is still widely used for calculating binding free en-

ergies, there remains significant room for improvement in the protocol. First, the selection

of arbitrary anchors within each molecule can lead to issues. Particularly, if certain relative

orientations of the molecules are sampled throughout the course of the simulation, it can lead
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to the so-called “Gimbal lock”, collapsing a degree of freedom of the Euler angles, which can

subsequently reduce the accuracy of the free energy calculation [199]. Further, the determin-

ation of the optimal unbinding pathway remains an open question in the field. When pulling

the molecules apart from each other, a given straight path is frequently suboptimal. The

identification of the “most probably transition pathway”, which can be thought of essentially

as the path of least resistance to unbinding, can help speed up convergence. However, the

computational resources required to identify this pathway should not exceed the costs asso-

ciated with slower convergence of the energetic calculations. Lastly, the many modules and

applications required for running these calculations remain burdensome, so significant effort

must be expended to streamline the process making it more use friendly. These outstanding

issues are addressed, in order, in the following sections.

4.3.2 Troubleshooting Toolkits for Implementation

Once one has committed to the calculation of the binding free energy of a protein-

protein or protein-ligand interaction, there are a multitude of preprocessing steps necessary

before any sampling of the unbinding pathway can be undertaken. First and foremost,

the identification of specific reference points within each molecule for the generation of the

aforementioned internal coordinate system remains a nontrivial step that must be completed

prior to the generation of inputs for the string method. These internal coordinates must be

carefully chosen to avoid Gimbal lock, ideally selecting them in such a way that this degree of

freedom collapse is avoided throughout the generation of the unbinding pathway, which can

be difficult to predict a priori. This choice is further complicated by the manner in which

NAMD’s collective variables module (colvars) enforces the angular restraints throughout the

course of the simulation. To maintain the relative orientations of each binding partner across

all trajectories, corrective forces are applied throughout duration of the simulation. However,

due to the instantaneous nature and nontrivial magnitude of these forces, if they are applied

directly to singular atoms during dynamic steps they can deform atomic bonds, causing the

simulation to crash. Thus practically we must select entire clusters of atoms spanning stable
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structures such as parallel β-sheets or α-helices to define our internal coordinates.

In an attempt to overcome this issue, Fu et al. set out to automate the process of the

definition of the restraints necessary to maintain the relative orientation of each binding

partner using the quaternion [199]. The Euler angles that were previously defined by the

arbitrarily selected positions can instead be defined using the four quaternions: the scalar q0,

and the three quaternion units q1, q2, and q3. These quaternions are sufficient for defining

the Euler angles, but require careful calculations throughout the duration of the simulation

rather than the simple measurements taken from the arbitrary reference points. While a

complete implementation for this module has been provided along with the published work

of Fu et al., limited practical testing was published alongside this module.

Considering the additional rigor contributed by the use of the quaternion method for

defining Euler angles, I worked to test and implement this method into the existing workflow

for the string method, which will be discussed further in Section 4.3.3. The string constrain-

ing the unbinding path of the BTN3A1 B30.2 homodimer system in Chapter 3 was generated

using both the quaternion and the internal user-defined reference points for the calculation

of the Euler angles. In the initial stages of string generation, when each protein is still in

close proximity, the two systems exhibit nearly identical behavior, with the unbinding path-

ways following similar routes through Euclidean space. However, as the two proteins begin

to separate and more extreme deviations from the initial angles are sampled, the quaternion

simulations abruptly crash. The data describing the first instance of this crash can be found

in Figure 4.6.

We see from the instantaneous measurements of the collective variables of the proteins

(Figure 4.6A) that all metrics start close to their harmonic restraints to begin the simulations.

Quickly, some instability, seemingly starting in Euler Φ strongly pushes the protein away

from the harmonic center. It is important to note, all of the Euler angles have some relative

dependence on one another, i.e. this issue in Euler Φ may be responsible for the drift in
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the measured Euler Θ and Ψ. We see from the RMSD trace of Protein A that the forces

generated during this glitch are sufficient to deform the protein, providing confirmation that

this error is a major concern moving forward. Interestingly, despite the harmonic center of

Euler Φ being set to -20 Degrees, we see that it appears to reach a new, stable state at

-100 Degrees. Strangely, this newly stable point increases the total energy of the system,

suggesting this new configuration is relatively unfavorable (Figure 4.6B).
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Figure 4.6: The quaternion method for defining Euler angles introduces instabilities into simu-
lated systems. (A) Instantaneous measurements of the collective variables in a protein-protein interaction
system highlights unexpected drift in the Euler Phi variable. (B) Measurement of the total energy of the
simulations in (A) show spontaneous increase in the total energy of the system.

To identify the source of the problem, we generated a simple toy system comprised of two

triads, i.e. eight total particles used to generate two trirectangular tetrahedrons with unit

bond lengths. The tetrahedrons are generated using CHARMM and simulated in vacuum.

These triads were rotated through all possible polar and Euler angles, as seen in Figure 4.7.

These simple toy systems, as first noted by Benoît Roux, reduce the degrees of freedom in

the system significantly. At the outset, it was not clear if this issue in the implementation

of the quaternion was a result of protein-protein interactions or complications due to the

extended conformations of each protein. These concerns were quickly dismissed thanks to

the toy model.
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A

B

Figure 4.7: Visualization of the toy model system for diagnosis of issues with the quaternion
implementation. (A) Rotations of the toy triad through Euler angles. (B) Rotations of the toy triad
through polar angles.

By positioning the toy system in precisely the same conformation as the protein system,

we could quickly recreate the same issues with the quaternion, suggesting the existence of

some inherent issue within the module. We next set out to identify precisely what in the

implementation of the quaternion module produces these errors. Are the energies increasing

due to some issue with all of the collective variable restraints interfering with each other in
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some kind of positive feedback loop, or are issues with the individual restraints to blame?

Using this toy model, we further dissect the problem by turning on each restraint one by

one and assaying the relative stability of each toy system at the same angular positions and

the same harmonic restraints as the protein system. We find that the polar angle constraints

behave as expected (Figure 4.8A), diffusing freely in whichever dimension is not constrained

while closely adhering to the harmonic center when the restraint is turned on. Likewise, the

total energy in these simulations is exquisitely conserved, gradually moving towards a very

slightly lower energy state, as we might expect (Figure 4.8B). Conversely, the Euler angles

all appear to have significant issues around these angular positions (Figure 4.8C). Again,

only one harmonic restraint is applied to the system at a given time.

Of the three Euler angles, the Euler Θ restraint appears to be the most well behaved, yet

significant deviations from the harmonic center are observed throughout the duration of the

simulation. The Euler Φ and Ψ restraints each induce significant deviations from expected

behavior, forcing each toy particle to wildly rotate through space when these restraints are

turned on. Consistent with these angular traces, we see that the Euler Φ and Ψ restraints

cause the total energy of the system to grow uncontrollably and unpredictably (Figure 4.8D)

and lead to the deformation of the toy particles (Figure 4.8E).

Far from the additional restraints introducing issues with the implementation of the

quaternion, it appears when all restraints are turned on they in fact prevent the Euler angle

constraints from plunging the system into complete disarray. We find that the Euler Φ

and Ψ angles are the most volatile, perhaps due to the use of the arctangent function for

the determination of these Euler angles. However, it should be noted that Euler Θ, which

is calculated from the quaternion using the arcsine function, is unstable but less violently

so. Importantly, issues arise not only where we should expect singularities to exist in these

functions.
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Figure 4.8: The toy model conclusively highlights the violent instabilities of the quaternion
calculation of Euler angles. (A) Collective variable traces of the polar angles. (B) Total energy plot of
tested polar angle restraints. (C) Collective variable traces of systems with individually applied Euler angle
restraints. (D) Total energy of the systems in (C). (E) RMSD measurements of the toy particle as simulated
in (C).
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When testing the toy model in all orientations and all harmonic restraint locations, we

find that despite starting the simulations with the toy particles in the exact center of the

harmonic well, the system becomes rapidly unstable across a wide range of tested angles, as

measured by the total energy (Figure 4.9). These instabilities persist not only at singularities

that we might expect, but at all positions between these possible singularities. This suggests

some kind of fundamental issue with the code, and current efforts are underway to solve this

issue. However, without these strenuous tests on new implementations such as this, bugs

would alter the results of carefully crafted free energy calculations for years to come.

A BEuler Theta Euler Phi

Figure 4.9: Issues with the quaternion arise independent of expected singularities in the
arctangent and arcsine functions. (A) Total energy of the toy model system when testing all possible
positions and restraints in Euler Theta. (B) Total energy of the toy model system when testing all possible
positions and restraints in Euler Phi.

4.3.3 A Streamlined Method for Identifying the Most Probable Transition

Pathway

Upon our determination that the quaternion was not yet ready for direct applications to

the string method, we continued to press forward with our binding free energy calculations

using the existing method for calculating Euler angles. However, I continued to work to

improve the string method in other ways. Specifically, I have made improvements to the way
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that the initial string is generated, and in the optimal placement of replica exchange windows

across the energy landscape spanned by the string. In highlighting these improvements, I

will discuss all steps proceeding the selection of anchor points within each protein for the

calculation of Euler angles, using the specific example of the BTN3A1 B30.2 homodimer

system discussed in Chapter 3. Novel contributions to this workflow will be explicitly referred

to as such.

Starting from the bound crystal structure of the B30.2 domain (PDB: 5HM7) [116], we

initialize a simulation not in a fully hydrated periodic box, but instead in implicit solvent.

Practically, we generate the string by slowly pulling the protein away from the bound pose,

allowing this newly displaced protein to equilibrate somewhere near a local energy minimum

until each monomer is fully separated. At each incremental step away from the bound pose,

we allow the system to relax while maintaining restraints on the separation between each

monomer. However, in our generation of the string, we are updating six of the collective vari-

ables in the system, the five orientational restraints and the single center to center distance

restraint. The evolution of this latter restraint is straightforward, as the Euclidean distance

between each window can be arbitrarily chosen so long as the energy difference between each

window is constrained. A protocol for guaranteeing this energetic constraint is satisfied is

discussed in Section 4.3.4.

While the determination of the physical separation of each window along the string

pathway is nearly trivial, the careful tuning of the orientational restraints along the string is

critical for separating the two complexes along the most probable transition pathway. The

two molecules can separate across a three-dimensional space swept out by a cone emanating

from the bound pose, thus we adopt a systematic approach to identify the lowest energy path

through this cone. Previously, an algorithm referred to as the dynamic histogram analysis

method (DHAM) has been used to generate new windows based on the energetic landscape

sampled in the previous, nearby windows [191,200]. In this way the string can be iteratively

generated based on the local energetic landscape. However, this approach is computationally
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inefficient, requiring roughly 8 hours of computing time to generate 10 new windows on a

single standard computing node. We reason that similar performance can be achieved using

a simple averaging method, whereby the local energy minimum at the next window location

can be estimated by a simple averaging scheme as in equation 4.4:

ξn+1
cen = (1− S) ∗ ξnavg + S ∗ ξncen (4.4)

Where ξncen gives the center of the harmonic potential applied at window n, and ξavg

is the real averaged value of the collective variable throughout the course of the simulation.

In this way, we allow the string to evolve across the energy landscape while restricting each

window to regions of the conformational landscape near the previous window. We evolve the

parameter S based upon the minimum distance between each protein to slowly halt updates

in the evolution of the restraints when the dimer completely dissociates:


S = 1− (rmin−a)2

a2
rmin ≤ a

S = 1 rmin > a

(4.5)

The variable a is then a tunable degree of freedom that allows us to determine at what

minimum distance we stop updating the orientational restraints applied to the protein and

begin pulling the two proteins along a straight pathway. Figure 4.10 shows comparisons

between DHAM and the averaging algorithm of Equations 4.4 and 4.5 across three distinct

conditions; a = 12, a = 5, or S = 0.5, also referred to as ”no updates”. In Figure 4.10,

we simplify the nomenclature of the orientational restraints by referring to Euler Θ, Φ, and

Ψ as Alpha, Beta, and Gamma. We see that while Alpha, Beta, and Polar Phi restraints

all display some qualitative agreements in their individually evolved paths, the Gamma

and Polar Theta restraints diverge quickly. Despite this divergence, visual inspection of

the proteins through these paths show good agreement between DHAM and the averaging
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algorithm with a = 12 (data not shown).
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Figure 4.10: A simple, more computationally efficient averaging procedure for the generation
of novel unbinding pathways for the string method performs similarly to the more robust
DHAM-based approach. The determined harmonic centers of the most probable transition pathway
generated using DHAM or three distinct averaging methods.

With this novel update to the protocol for generating a curvilinear pathway for string

method calculations, we are able to substantially improve the computational efficiency of this

step. Rather than the roughly 48 hours required to generate 60 windows using the DHAM

approach, the adaptive averaging method I developed needs only 30 minutes for all 60 win-

dows, with the slowest step being the determination of the minimum distance rmin between

the two proteins for the calculation of S. While this represents a substantial improvement

in the determination of the most probable transition pathway, both the DHAM-based ap-

proach and the averaging method outlined here require multiple equilibration simulations

to sufficiently sample the local energy landscape. For more complicated energy landscapes,

these initial simulations in implicit solvent represent a significant investment of computa-

tional resources, although these resources pale in comparison to those necessary for the final
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replica exchange simulations.

Once the initial string is fully generated in implicit solvent, we then solvate the system

following the standard CHARMM-GUI protocol [123, 124]. Each newly generated string

window is its own independent molecular system, and is treated as such throughout the

hydration process to add explicit solvent. However, upon initiation of replica exchange

simulations, each window must have an identical number of atoms and atom types for proper

function of the exchange steps. As such, we must carefully control the solvation steps for

each window. This step is likewise nontrivial, as there exists stochasticity in the deletion

of waters clashing with protein atoms during the solvation step of the standard CHARMM

protocol when using the online GUI. This stochasticity can lead to differing numbers of water

atoms in each window along the string. To circumvent this issue, I have generated custom

scripts provided on the accompanying GitHub page that allow for the direct hydration of

each window on a local machine, guaranteeing uniformity in the number of atoms across all

windows.

Once all windows are hydrated, we allow the string to equilibrate in the explicit water

environment, as we expect the energetic landscape should change throughout the transition

from implicit to explicit solvent. Additionally, due to the periodicity of the simulation box,

we apply a restraint to prevent each monomer from crossing over the periodic boundaries,

which can complicate the final free energy calculation. These restraints are defined with

respect to the center of mass of each protein and both the XY and YZ planes. Effectively,

this creates a cylindrical region in which the proteins are restrained (Figure 4.11). Once the

string appears relatively stable in the energetic landscape of the hydrated system, the replica

exchange umbrella sampling steps can begin.
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Figure 4.11: Visualization of the angular restraints applied to proteins throughout the string
method calculation to prevent crossing of the periodic boundary. Proteins from the simulated
string in Chapter 3, the B30.2 domains, are fully hydrated in a rectangular box. To prevent crossing the
periodic boundary, we apply restraints that prevent crossing the cylindrical plane visualized here in red.

4.3.4 A Novel Approach for Optimizing Replica Exchange Performance

Importantly, before immediately initiating the production runs of the replica exchange

molecular dynamics umbrella sampling (REMD-US) simulations, we must guarantee that

the windows are evenly spaced across the energetic landscape of the unbinding pathway.

Replica exchange molecular dynamics simulations are meant to improve sampling of MD

simulations. When combined with umbrella sampling, as in the REMD-US approach used

for the string method calculations, one can speed up convergence of calculations by sampling
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over the barriers between each window across the reaction coordinate of interest. However,

if the energy difference between each window is too large, exchange will not occur, and the

unbinding pathway will not be fully sampled, likely introducing errors into the final free

energy calculation.

To circumvent this issue, I set out to create a simple yet efficient approach for guarantee-

ing that windows are properly spaced throughout the unbinding pathway. Standard replica

exchange algorithms currently used in the field operate on a simple Metropolis–Hastings cri-

terion to make decisions regarding whether a potential exchange move should be accepted.

As such, the exchange probability P for REMD-US simulations is generally defined as:

P =

 1 if δ ≤ 0

e−βδ if δ > 0
(4.6)

If δ is negative, i.e. an energetically favorable exchange, the move will occur with 100%

probability. However, should the move be energetically unfavorable, with positive δ, then

the probability of exchange decays exponentially with the difference in energy. We calculate

this δ for all adjacent windows i and j using equation 4.7:

δ = (∆Ei +∆Ej) (4.7)

Generally, we consider an exchange rate of 20% across neighboring windows as ideal for

proper sampling. We can use the above equations 4.6 and 4.7 to back calculate and determine

the average energy difference between two neighboring windows required to attain this 20%

exchange rate:
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e−βδ̄ = 0.2 (4.8)

δ̄ ≈ 1.61

β
(4.9)

δ̄ ≈ 0.959 kcal/mol at 300K (4.10)

In other words, to guarantee exchange at or near 20% acceptance across the length of

the simulation, there should be an energy difference between windows of about 1 kcal/mol.

We can see the dramatic changes introduced when applying this methodology to initial

short replica exchange runs. By visualizing the current restraint applied to each window,

whereby window 1 is initialized with restraint 1, window 2 is initialized with restraint 2,

etc., we can track how each individual restraint is swapped throughout the replica exchange

trajectory. Figure 4.12A visualizes these exchanges before re-optimization enforcing the 1

kcal/mol window distance rule, whereas Figure 4.12B displays the drastic improvement in

exchange rate after the addition of new windows to decrease the energy difference between

windows to less than 1 kcal/mol.

Critically, no further simulations are required to identify these gaps between windows.

To achieve this significant improvement in exchange, we use the output collective variable

data from the final equilibration run of the hydrated string. We can then calculate the en-

ergy difference across the windows using the multi-state Bennett acceptance ratio (MBAR)

algorithm [198]. Figure 4.12C shows these energy differences, both before and after the inter-

polation of windows between large energy gaps across the unbinding pathway. Interpolation

of windows results in near ideal sampling across the entire string (Figure 4.12D). The final

step in this entire process is to then run the REMD-US simulations, as in the original for-

mulation of replica exchange by Sugita et al. [201], and calculate the resulting free energies

as in Gumbart et al. and Suh et al. [191, 202].
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Figure 4.12: A novel algorithm for the identification of gaps in replica exchange simula-
tions shows significant improvement in exchange percentage. (A) Exchange before application of
algorithm. (B) Exchange after application of algorithm. (C) Energy difference between windows of for
the systems highlighted in (A) and (B). (D) Histogram representation of improved exchange system shows
exceptional sampling across the region of interest.

4.4 Discussion

The computational tools developed throughout the duration of this dissertation have all

contributed to the generation of basic knowledge of the fundamental biological mechanisms of

adaptive immune responses, but also represent substantial contributions towards a movement

of more open and reproducible science. All of the code discussed in this chapter is publicly

available online, with accompanying instruction for novice users and, in the case of AIMS,
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a graphical user interface for those completely unfamiliar with computer programming. As

we progress forward in science, especially as computation is becoming increasingly prevalent

in all fields of science, there must be a consistent effort to develop and maintain software

that is freely shared, so the focus of the field can remain results driven, without time wasted

across multiple groups struggling with identical issues.

With the development of AIMS, we are providing not only a powerful platform for

the analysis of immune molecules, but a novel way of thinking about immune interactions

and machine learning in biological applications. Rather than considering antibodies and

T cell receptors as complex products of processes like V(D)J recombination and somatic

hypermutation, we can boil these molecules down to their simplest components to find

patterns that describe their behavior. Frequently, the aspect of the antibody or T cell

receptor’s behavior we are most interested in is their ability to bind specific molecular targets.

Barring some metaphysical memory of its evolutionary path, this behavior should be entirely

encoded in the amino acid sequence.

We use this fact as motivation to strip away all excess information in this problem,

focusing only on the fundamental biophysical properties of the protein-ligand interaction in-

terface. Artificially imposed restrictions are likewise discarded in the AIMS analysis pipeline,

particularly the common approach in the field of segregating sequenced complementarity de-

termining regions or MHC regions by length, thereby simplifying the issue of alignment.

Frequently, the edges of regions identified as CDR loops by software such as IgBLAST [84]

or IMGT’s V-Quest [170] are buried deep in the framework regions of the antibody or T

cell receptor, thus contributing little to the recognition of binding partners. Similarly, the

residues at the ends of the α-helices and β-strands of MHC molecules are rarely contacted by

the TCR. We thus reason that the majority of critical regions of interest across the surface

of immune molecules occurs near the center of each structure.

With this rationale, we can analyze CDR and MHC regions of unequal lengths together,
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removing the aforementioned artificial restriction. We align all sequences by their center,

under the assumption that this region is the most likely to be solvent exposed, and the most

likely to interact with binding partners. We expect errors introduced by this approach to be

averaged out with large enough datasets. Importantly, we accomplish this while maintaining

a decreased emphasis on structural information when crystal structures are unavailable.

Computational prediction of loop conformation is difficult, and drawing inferences from

incorrect models regarding side-chain interactions and positioning could be misleading. In

the high-throughput analysis of immune molecule sequences, our approach strikes a careful

balance of the structural assumptions that should apply consistently across antibody and

TCR populations.

Furthermore, the use of interpretable machine learning algorithms and information the-

ory in the AIMS analysis pipeline may promote inquiry into the application of these ap-

proaches in immunology. Machine learning algorithms are frequently judged by their per-

formance, with high performing algorithms judged primarily by their percent accuracy. How-

ever, an ability to break down these algorithms and understand the components responsible

for their success, as is possible with linear discriminant analysis, further strengthens these

machine learning approaches. Unlike machine learning, the application of information theory

to immunology is still in its infancy. The utilization of concepts from information theory

outlined herein represent only a glimpse at what may be possible as this niche space is further

explored.

Whereas AIMS represents an entirely new analytical approach, the contributions to

the string method for the calculation of binding free energies discussed above involve more

modest contributions that are nonetheless critical to the advancement of the field. From the

simple scripts aimed at automating specific complicated steps throughout the generation of

inputs to the more advanced alterations in the implementation of the final simulated system,

each new module is aimed at improved usability. As computational resources continue to be-

come more readily available, more users may be inclined to attempt complicated calculations
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of binding free energies using approaches such as the string method. We can prepare for this

influx of users by making gradual improvements to the ways that we distribute software and

communicate results. This Chapter serves as a testament to the importance that should be

placed upon achieving these goals.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS & PERSPECTIVES

5.1 Expanding the Definition of Canonical Immune Recognition

In our quest to broaden our understanding of the adaptive immune system, we are

continually finding that what we hope to identify as hard and fast rules frequently have

critical exceptions. These exceptions force us to step back and reconsider the way we think

about our models and the roles of individual immune cells. Unlike in physics, there are

no fundamental “first principles” in immunology from which we can build our functional

theories. Instead, we must take a top-down approach, expanding our line of inquiry towards

the periphery of our understanding. This periphery is precisely where my dissertation is

focused, pushing our boundaries of understanding of the adaptive immune system.

As we continue to push these boundaries, we can redefine what is thought of as the

canonical representation of the immune system. At present, some believe that properly

functioning antibodies should bind to their target, and only their target, with exceptional

affinity. Yet the prevalence and persistence of polyreactivity across all stages of antibody

maturation seems to suggest a broader role for these promiscuous binders. Similarly, we

classically expect that in a natural T cell response, T cell receptors should bind directly to

an MHC or MHC-like molecule presenting a stimulating antigen in order to achieve T cell

activation. While some may currently believe the activation of Vγ9Vδ2 T cells is an outlier

case, the possibility remains that the elucidation of the precise mechanism of activation

shares strong similarities with other existing activation pathways in non-immune contexts.

The data presented herein help build upon the existing literature in the field to under-

stand non-canonical forms of immune recognition, providing a more robust base for future

researchers. Antibody polyreactivity and Vγ9Vδ2 T cell activation each have lines of inquiry

tracing back decades, with many of the most critical discoveries occurring in the past few
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years. Each field has progressed rapidly, with much excitement currently surrounding newly

published results. The opportunity to report my own findings and hypotheses in this space

and contribute in a meaningful way has been incredibly gratifying, yet major questions still

remain in these fields. In this chapter, I will provide my broader perspectives in each space,

and speculate on the future directions that could drastically advance each field.

5.2 On the Biological and Biophysical Implications of Polyreact-

ivity

While the results of Chapter 2 convincingly identify the fundamental properties respons-

ible for making an antibody polyreactive, larger questions concerning antibody polyreactivity

as a whole persist. The dataset tested is expansive, yet not comprehensive, leaving open the

possibility for different pathways towards polyreactivity. Likewise, the coverage of antigen

space is low, suggesting we may be selecting for a very precise form of polyreactivity. While

recent effort has been extended to confirm that polyreactive antibodies also bind to addi-

tional ligands such as lysozyme and ubiquitin [91], higher throughput biochemical assays

will be necessary to truly answer these questions. These shortcomings should be readily ad-

dressed as the field continues to expand, however larger questions remain in both the protein

biophysics and B cell biology of polyreactive antibodies.

At the root of antibody polyreactivity lies a fundamental question: what qualifies as

a true “interaction” between biomolecules? Developers of small molecule drugs might be

inclined to ignore any interaction weaker than a femto- to picomolar affinity [203]. Those

studying typical protein-protein interactions are concerned primarily with affinities on the

order of a few hundred nanomolar or stronger [204]. T cell immunologists are primarily

concerned with occasionally difficult to measure micromolar affinities of TCR-pMHC inter-

actions [205]. At what point can we draw a hard cutoff and determine that two molecules

are “non-interacting”. Some may argue that the high micromolar to low millimolar affinities

of polyreactive antibodies [91] are merely a sign of an unstable antibody, yet the ability of
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polyreactivity to survive the affinity maturation process suggests there may be cases where

a selection pressure acts to select for polyreactivity.

B cells are exceptional models for evolution, undergoing multiple rounds of genetic shuff-

ling, mutation, and selection in a few short days. To understand the role of this selection

process on the polyreactivity status of a given antibody, we must improve our overall un-

derstanding of the germinal center where this rapid evolution occurs. The germinal center

remains something of a black box [8], with the specifics of how each antibody “sees” its

cognate ligand unclear. Nuanced differences in this antigen exposure could hold the key for

understanding whether polyreactivity is directly selected for, or if this feature merely survives

selection. As we expand our understanding of the biological role of antibody polyreactivity,

we can begin to more definitively answer whether antibodies interacting with polyreactive

ligands represents a “true” interaction.

Should polyreactivity play a nearly insignificant role in the biology of antibody binding,

a possibility that is becoming less likely given recent findings [47, 67], understanding how

polyreactivity arises in antibodies still represents a massive contribution to the generation

of novel therapeutic antibodies. While localized patches of positive and negative charge

may directly match a given cognate ligand, maximizing the enthalpic interaction, our results

suggest that care must be taken to avoid potential inter-loop interactions of these oppositely

charged residues. The resulting rigid, charge-sequestered binding surface represents a blank

canvas for weak, nonspecific interactions with a wide range of ligands. Broadly, such a

binding interface may generally be key to promiscuity in biophysical interactions.

5.3 Towards Identifying the Mechanism Behind Vγ9Vδ2 T Cell

Activation

Chapter 3 concerns the systematic breakdown and careful rebuilding of models of the

butyrophilin-mediated activation of Vγ9Vδ2 T cells. Throughout the course of my disser-
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tation research, I have carefully deconstructed a prevalent model in the field and provided

a novel explanation for Vγ9Vδ2 T cell activation, whereby intracellular dimerization of

BTN3A1’s B30.2 domain cluster and immobilize BTN3A1 on the cell surface. However,

this model lacks the capability to explain the role of BTN2A1 or the other BTN3A family

members in this activation process. This latter shortcoming appears less critical to address

immediately, as BTN3A1 appears to be capable of activating T cells independent of the

presence of BTN3A2 and BTN3A3 [132].

Understanding how BTN3A1 and BTN2A1 interact, if they interact at all, is key in

unravelling the mystery of T cell activation. Both Rigau et al. and Karunakaran et al.

suggest that BTN3A1 and BTN2A1 directly associate on the surface of cells, but the evidence

is indirect at best [132, 142]. Do BTN2A1 and BTN3A1 potentially heterodimerize? If so,

does this interaction occur via the intracellular or extracellular domains? While BTN2A1 is

unable to bind pAg [132], could the stabilization of BTN3A1’s B30.2 domain by pAg increase

the binding free energy of a heterodimeric 3A1-2A1 interaction in the same way it does for

the homodimeric 3A1-3A1 interaction? Such an interaction could allow BTN3A1 to act as

a chaperone for BTN2A1, either increasing the effective local concentration of BTN2A1 for

direct interactions with T cell receptors or trafficking it to the immune synapse.

While such a proposed mechanism is highly speculative, we can more concretely say

that it appears both BTN3A1 and BTN2A1 interact with molecules on the surface of the

T cell [139]. While BTN2A1 is known to interact with the T cell, the identity of the

proposed BTN3A1 interaction partner remains a mystery. It could be possible that pAg

acts to immobilize BTN3A1 on the cell surface, forming the initial synapse. From there

BTN2A1, and potentially another, heretofore unidentified additional “factor Z” engage the

T cell receptor to confer the final activating signal. In this way, BTN3A1 would act as a sort

of co-receptor with a unique role in synapse initialization.

Overall, the most critical outstanding questions in solving the mystery of Vγ9Vδ2 T
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cell activation appear to be dynamic in nature. Understanding the order of the cascade of

events initiated by intracellular pAg binding and concluding in immune synapse formation

and T cell stimulation has the potential to lock all of these identified pieces into a coherent

model for activation. However, due to the sensitivity of this system to perturbations such as

overexpression or cytosolic tags [206], clever experimental designs will be necessary to probe

these dynamic phenomena. Moving forward, I have the utmost confidence in the incredible

researchers in this space to crack this persistent problem.

5.4 Perspectives on a Cross Disciplinary Interrogation of Adaptive

Immunology

Throughout the entirety of this dissertation research, careful documentation and public-

ation of all relevant code and analysis has been provided to maximize the reproducibility of

this work. For biology and the biophysical sciences to advance, we must strive towards max-

imal transparency in our methods as well as our complete reporting of our thought processes

throughout the entire progression of discovery. This is most critical in the space of interdis-

ciplinary research, where the boundaries between each discipline blur and the background

expertise of the audience for subsequent publications is ill-defined.

It is important to note that the role of the researcher is not just to blaze new trails in

one’s field and dazzle peers with sheer brilliance, but also to carefully teach both experts

and non-experts alike the nuances and implications of this exciting research. Indeed, these

teaching moments are of incredible value to science, both for the enlightenment of the mentee

and the external perspective provided to the mentor. Science, ultimately, is an endeavor

towards improving not just our understanding of the machinations of natural phenomena,

but also towards improving the education and understanding of those around us.
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“[This] progress in learning about the world of nature has changed rather profoundly

not only what we know of nature, but some of the things that we know about ourselves as

knowers” – J. Robert Oppenheimer, The Flying Trapeze [207]
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APPENDIX - MATERIALS & METHODS

Computational Methods

AIMS Software Development

All analysis was performed in Python, with code tested and finalized using Jupyter

Notebooks [208]. Figures were generated with MatPlotLib [209] or seaborn [210], while

the majority of data analysis was carried out using Pandas [211], SciPy [212], and SciKit-

learn [213]. All code and data is available at https : //github.com/ctboughter/AIMS,

including the original Jupyter Notebooks used to generate the data in this manuscript as

well as generalized Notebooks and a Python-based GUI application for analysis of novel

datasets.

Statistical Tests in Polyreactivity Analysis

Error bars in all plots are provided by the standard deviation of 1000 bootstrap it-

erations. Statistical significance is calculated using either a two-sided nonparametric Stu-

dentized bootstrap or a two-sided nonparametric permutation test as outlined in “Bootstrap

Methods and Their Application” [214]. For the Studentized bootstrap, the bootstrapped

data are drawn from a resampling of the null distribution of the data, with replacement.

Practically, this entails combining the polyreactive and non-polyreactive antibodies into a

single matrix, without labels, and using the Scikit-learn resample module to randomly separ-

ate this matrix into two classes, preserving the number of sequences in each population. To

calculate bootstrapped averages, we draw from the empirical rather than null distribution.

Statistical significance is estimated by calculating the p-value using the relation:

p =
1 + ♯(z2 ≥ z20)

R + 1
(5.1)
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Here, we calculate the p-value by counting the number of bootstrap iterations where z2

is greater than or equal to z20 . z2 and z20 are Studentized test statistics taken from the null

and empirical and distributions, respectively. R is the number of times this bootstrapping

process is repeated. The general form of z is given by:

z =
Ȳ2 − Ȳ1

(
σ22
n2

− σ11
n1
)1/2

(5.2)

Where Ȳ represents the bootstrapped sample mean of each population, σ is the boot-

strapped sample standard deviation, and n is the number of samples. Populations 1 and 2 in

this case correspond to polyreactive and non-polyreactive antibodies. To calculate z for the

empirical distribution (z0), all values correspond to the empirical rather than bootstrapped

values.

To calculate p-values for differences in mutual information, the permutation test was

used rather than the Studentized bootstrap. Here, the test statistic t is set to a simple

difference of means, and rather than sampling with replacement from the empirical or null

distributions with replacement, we randomly permute the data into “polyreactive” or “non-

polyreactive” bins. We then count the number of permutations where the randomly permuted

test statistic is greater than or equal to the empirical test statistic. This count then replaces

the count (♯) in the above equation for p.

Specifics for Generating Simulated Systems

All simulations performed were prepared using the CHARMM-GUI Input Generator

[123, 124, 215]. Generally, each all-atom simulated system was fully hydrated with TIP3P

water molecules and neutralized with 0.15 M KCl. All simulations were carried out in sim-

ulation boxes with periodic boundary conditions using the additive PARAM36 force field

from the CHARMM (Chemistry at HARvard Macromolecular Mechanics) [123]. Simulation
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specifics varied for each system and but used a combination of NAMD, OpenMM, and AM-

BER [124, 216–218]. For all brute force simulated systems run on the Midway Computing

Cluster at the University of Chicago, at least two replicas were run to confirm independence

of results on initial velocity assignments. Larger replica exchange umbrella sampling simu-

lations for the calculation of the binding free energy using the string method were run on

the Blue Waters high performance computing cluster at the National Center for Supercom-

puting Applications (NCSA) at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Simulation

specifics for each system are described below.

pAg, which has not been parameterized previously for molecular simulation, was modeled

with custom parameter files based upon other well-characterized diphosphate parameters.

BFI Dimer I and Dimer II simulations were run in rectangular simulation boxes to minimize

the number of atoms in the system and were run using the AMBER16 GPU software [218].

To get fast and robust sampling, hydrogen mass repartitioning of both the protein and

solvent, a frictional coefficient of 0.3 to lower effective viscosity, and a 4-fs time step were

used [219]. To ensure the dimers did not float out of the rectangular simulation box and

interact with periodic images a spatial constraint was applied to non-interfacial residues on

one of the monomers in the simulation box. A third, unconstrained replica set of dimer

simulations was run using the NAMD software package with a 2-fs time step for 250 ns to

confirm that the steps taken to enhance sampling did not affect the outcome of the simula-

tions [216]. BFI monomer simulations with and without pAg were run in cubic simulation

boxes on graphical processing units (GPUs) using the Amber toolkit with a 4-fs time step

at 303.15 K. Each replica was equilibrated with a 1-fs time step for 250 ps and run for

500 ns of simulation time. Data were analyzed using Python once the simulation was fully

equilibrated, when the backbone RMSD reached a stable value.

Equilibrated systems use an NVT ensemble and production runs use an NPT ensemble,

with the temperature kept constant using Langevin dynamics [220]. The simulations were

kept at constant pressure at one bar with the Nosé–Hoover Langevin piston by allowing the
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cell box size to change semi-isotropically [221]. van derWaals interactions were computed

using a Lennard-Jones force-switching function over 10–12 Å while long-range electrostatics

used particle mesh Ewald [222]. Production runs for non-GPU simulations used a 2-fs time

step and the SHAKE algorithm to constrain the bonds having hydrogen atoms [223].

Raw simulation data was processed using PyEMMA, a Python library for the generation

of Markov models [101] to extract relevant protein parameters. Structural visualizations and

alignments were carried out using VMD [224]. Hydrogen bonds were determined using a 3.2

Å distance cutoff and 20° angle cutoff in VMD. Solvent accessible surface area (SASA), root

mean square deviation (RMSD), and root mean square fluctuation (RMSF) was calculated

using the Python package MDTraj [225]. SASA calculation have a probe radius of 1.4 Å,

with complete sidechains included in the calculations. Further data processing used custom

Python scripts with trajectory featurization and data handling provided by the MDTraj

library [225]. In our analysis, we perform all tICA decompositions using a fixed choice of

time-lag at 1 ns to make the analysis more comparable across decompositions. We then

calculate distances in this tICA space while clustering using the standard Euclidean metric

after projecting the data frames onto the first 4 tICA degrees of freedom. All clustering was

done using the K-centers algorithm.

Experimental Methods

Protein Purification

The full-length BTN3A1 was expressed from the pAcGP67A baculovirus transfer vector

(BD Biosciences) with a C-terminal 12x-polyhistidine-tag (12xHis). This construct was used

for the production of recombinant baculoviruses using BestBac linearized baculovirus DNA

(Expression Systems). High Five insect cell culture was infected with baculoviruses encoding

BTN3A1-12xHis, incubated at 27 degrees C for 72 hours and spun down for 15 min at 4

degrees C and 1,700×g. Cells were washed in 20 mM Hepes buffer, pH 7.2, with 150 mM
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NaCl and spun down for 15 min at 4 degrees C and 1,700×g. Pellet was resuspended in 10

mM Tris buffer, pH 7.9, with 1 mM EDTA and protease inhibitors mixture (PIC; Sigma).

Cells were lysed in a glass homogenizer. Lysate was spun down for 30 min at 4 degrees C

and 40,000×g and the pellet containing membrane fraction was collected. BTN3A1-12xHis

was extracted from the membrane with 50 mM Tris buffer, pH7.9, with 150 mM NaCl, 1%

(vol/vol) Triton X-100 (TX-100; AcrosOrganics) and PIC, rotated at 4 °C for 1 h. The

suspension was spun down for 30 min at 4 degrees C and 40,000×g. Detergent soluble

fraction was collected and incubated with Ni-NTA resin (Qiagen) in the presence of 30 mM

imidazole and 5 mM 2-mercaptoethanol for 1 hour at 4 degrees C. The resin was washed with

50 mM Tris buffer, pH 7.9, with 150 mM NaCl, 30 mM imidazole, 0.1% (vol/vol) TX-100,

and 5 mM 2-mercaptoethanol. Protein was eluted with 50 mM Tris buffer, pH 7.9, 150 mM

NaCl, 500 mM imidazole, 0.1% (vol/vol) TX-100, and 5 mM 2-mercaptoethanol. Sample

containing BTN3A1-12xHis homodimer was concentrated using Amicon Ultra filter with

100-kDa molecular cutoff (Millipore) and purified by gel filtration on Superdex 200 10/300

GL column (GE Healthcare) in 10 mM Tris buffer, pH 7.9, with 50 mM NaCl and 0.03%

(vol/vol) TX-100. Reconstitution of detergent-solubilized His-tagged BTN3A1 dimers into

liposomes was carried out as in Garten et al. [226]

Atomic Force Microscopy Preparation

The POPC (Avanti) lipids purchased in chloroform were dried in glass vials under

a stream of a nitrogen gas. Residual chloroform was additionally removed by overnight

incubation under vacuum desiccator; 10 mM of lipids were then dissolved in buffer A (50

mM Hepes, pH 7.5, and 200 mM NaCl)supplemented with 20 mM Triton X-100 (TX-100)

and sonicated until clear using a digital sonicator (Branson) with a tapered microtip. Lipids

were extruded through a 100nm filter membrane to generate large unilamellar vesicles of

similar diameter.

All AFM experiments were conducted using an Asylum Research Cypher AFM, equipped
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with the Environmental Scanner (ES). The protein-reconstituted lipid vesicle solution was

then applied to freshly cleaved mica (Ted Pella, Product 50) and allowed to incubate for

30 minutes. The Olympus BL-AC40TS cantilever (Tip Radius 8nm, Spring Constant 0.09

N/m) a small, soft cantilever used for biological measurements was used to acquire data

on the Cypher ES. Free amplitudes of tips were kept low (3nm) to avoid disruption of the

deposited membrane surfaces. All data were acquired using tapping mode AFM, with os-

cillation of the cantilever controlled by the Asylum blueDrive™ photothermal excitation

method. Data analysis was done using Igor Pro’s built in “imageThreshold” particle picking

function, with a 1nm cutoff for the selection mask. Once particles were chosen using the

“imageThreshold” function, properties such as particle height could be acquired for either

single particles or the population mean. Further data analysis and visualization was carried

out using home built Python scripts.
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